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TAKE NOTICE! 
After this date the WEEKLY will be sent to all whose names 
are on our list unlil ordered discontinued. Subscriptions received 
after this ~~te will be entered in a new record book, and the 
number placed after all such names will indicate the last number 
of the paper for which payment liaS been made, and not, as here-
.. 
tofore, the last number ordered. Subscriptions may begin and 
end at' any time, but when a subscription has once been received 
by the publishers the paper will be sent until ordered discontin.u-
ed and all arrearages are paid. 
In this connection we wish to call attention to the regular sub-
sc~iption rates of the WEEKLY, l"hich are plainly pu~lished in 
each issue Of the paper, and to urge all subscribers to make pay-
ment in advance. Although we receive 25 per cent more by 
waiting undl the end of the year, it is preferable and more profit-
. able to us to receive payment in advance. "In advance" means ' 
within thirty days from the time when the order is received and 
entered. S. R. WINCHELL, & CO., Publishers. 
The publishers take pleasure in announcing the growing pros-
perity !1nd brightening p~ospects of the WEEKLY. We did pot 
begin this enterprise without counting its probable cost; and 
we have pursued our way under the diffiC'llties that necessarily 
attend the establishment of an educational journal, in the confi-
.<lent belief that the teachers of the West would not allow our 
efforts to' fail. 
Our arrangements for the next year have been completed with 
great care, and we shall, in some respects, i'naugurate a new de-
parture. The general editorial management has. been placed in 
the hands of a writer who w~ll discuss in a catholic spirit, ' and 
yet with candor and courtesy, the various questions that interest 
the educational public. l 
' Under its new management; the WEEKLY will strive to reflect 
that phase of educational thought which may be characterized as 
the scientific or the philosophical. There is now in process of 
rapid development, especially in the West, a marked tendency 
to discuss disputed questions of school policy in the light of some 
established principle. ' Teachers are becoming thinkers, and for ' 
the validity of their methods they are looking less to precedent 
and tradition, and more to fundamental doctrines. The time ' 
has come to organize this phase of thought, to give it a voice, 
and to communicate its teachings. 
We shall still give a large place to current educational intelli-
gence, to the most approved methods of school-room practice, 
and to the literature of teaching. Our purpose, in a word, is to 
make the WEEKLY the best educational journal on the continent. 
We shall strive to deserve the support of the intelligent and pro-
gre5sive teachers of the West, and we think it is not a vain hope 
that our efforts will be sustained. 
This issue of the WEEKLY is sent to all subscribers alike. No 
other editions will be publisheq for June. The July monthlies 
wIll appear about the middle of next month. '-
From this date until Sept. 2, I~80, only the Monthly Editions 
of the WEEKLY will be pub~ished. This is in accorda:~ce with 
the plan aaopted last year, when the number of issues in a ;'ear' 
was reduce<;l to forty, and the subscription price to $2.00. 
The provision for free public education promises to be gener~' 
ous in Dakota. For the support of schools two sectipns of land, 
those numbered 16 and 36, have been set apart by government 
in that territory, and an enthusiastic editor out there predicts an 
educational future for Dakota more glorious than that of Wis-
consin, Michigan, or Iowa. 
This paper will fall into the hands Of many who are not sub-
scribers. We trust they will at once send to th~ publishers the _ 
requisite two dollars. We can assure them that they will not 
regret it. The WEEKLY is already pronounced "the best et/uca- ," 
tional paper printed in tlu c01mtry," by many of Its readers; and .-
we are determined to .make , it still. better. New talent will be 
employed in its columns the coming year, and we confidently. 
expect a large .increase of our subscr~ption list. 
Two young women will this year carry off the ·highest honOl's 
~f the University of California. Another, woo took the princl-
pal honor two or three years ago, is the poet this year for the' 
commencement. At first there was much prejudice against ad·' 
mitting women to the University; but the event haS proved in 
this as in all similar cases that the prejudice was ground less. The 
young ladies enter upon their work with sober enthusiasm. They . 
are circumspect in conduct and industrious in study. There is very 
litt e romance in the act of preparing for college, and no fooliAA~ , 
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ness in it. The women not only keep up with the men in their 
classes; they average far above them and carry off a dispropor-
tionate share of the honors whether they study in the 'University 
of London or the University of Michigan. And yet, old fogyism 
excludes them from Amherst, Williams, and Dartmouth, and 
gives them only a sort of side-show at Harvard. 
That their representation in the professions and in the sciences 
and fine arts is small is very true; yet it is large considering the 
'barriers that obstruct their en trance to them and the chilly air 
that greets them; and their representation in literature is not 
~ only large but creditable. 
Granting that all women who graduate at a college or academy 
do not make the public usc of their education that their time at 
school and degree of scholarship would seem to promise; what 
of it? Neither do all the ~en who are college graduates put 
their learning into professional practice. To shine in a profes-
sion requires many elements' of which education is only one, and 
i'f all educated women do not so shine, neither do all educated 
men. But too much importance is attached to this shining phase . 
~ of education. The chief end of culture is sell satisfaction, self-
containment, self-control, and in this vie"" of it learning is an 
ever-present delight, a well-spring of comf.)rt and consolation, a 
source of enlarged being to,a woman as well as to a man whether 
she ever makes her mark in the world or not. 'Then by all means, 
at all ,times, in all possible situations, give the girls a chance. 
, -
A. great deal of pettiness has cropped out in the city of Sacra-
/ mento over the admission of pupils to the high school from 
two riyal schools, the Capital School and the Sacramento School. 
-It seems that the p~pils of the Sacramento School failed in arith-
!Detic and their teacher, Mr. McDonald, was accused of incom-
petency on account oi the failure. The charge was emphasized 
by the statement of a mother whose hopeful had failed' twice to 
pass for the high school. If this'" charge holds good' in the case 
of Prof. McDonald there are a great many incompetent teachers 
. outside of <;::iuifornia; for there be innumerable mothers' dar-
o • lings that would not pass for the high school though they should 
remain in school as many years as St. Simon posed on his pillar. 
The investigation brought out a degree of chque contest, bk~­
ering, and' professional jealousy on the part ef Pref. Adams ~hat 
is . surprising. in so large-hearted a state as California. Supt. 
Mann of San J;i'lancisco was examined as a professional expert 
and pronounced the questions ,too difficult, and ju,lging from 
the few examples that were specified they were more thnn difficult; 
they were ridiculous. The whole controversy was mOl'e disgrace-
ful than a divorce scandal, and betrays 'a little !\ !!ss in the educa-
tional authorities that makes us proud of our Chicflgo board by 
comparison. Yet it betokens a prying into school affairs that 
might be of benefit in some other quarter. To probe for an an-
swer to the question, "Why did the, Satramento School fail in 
arithmetic?" there WaS a meeting held at which the excitement 
~f our Republican convention and the hilarity uf the combined 
Grebnbacker-Secialist-Woman-Suffragist ga't l-ering were emulat-
ed. The Chicago prin~ipals are too sharp to get into Mr. Mc-
Donald's difficulty~ They run no r.isks by preparing 'pupils for 
the high school, but put the work upon the head assistant; then 
jf ~he result is. creditable they take all the credit to themselves; 
but if the class fails, they put the bl3:me upon the head assistants. 
If Mr. McDonald is dismissed for incompetency in Sacramento 
he should steer for Chicago' without delay. Two classes of prin-
cipals are. in great demand in Chicago-women a~d incompetent 
men. 
With the indifference of a surgical practitoner a Canadian 
paper speaks of the superannuation of teachers after forty or fiftr 
years of service, and gravely ,speculates upon the physical ana 
mental state of such subjects at the expiration of the term. How-
ever, echoing the sentiments of a teachers' m~eting held in Prince 
Edward's Island, it advances the following: 
I. That twenty-five years' service in-the profession, or having reached the: 
age of fifty, should entitle a teacher to participate io the superannuation fund. 
2 . That the widows of all superannuated teachers should be entitled to no 
less than three fourths of the yearly allowance granted to their husbands. 
3. That no part of the yearly subscriptions to the funds should be repaid to 
teachers who retire from the profession before ten years' service. 
4. That in case a tax be imposed fo r candidates for certificates, the money 
, so paid should go to supplement the superannuation fund, and, . 
5. That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the H on. the Minister 
of Education. . 
We sincerely hope that no such system as that of pensioning 
teachers will ever be established in the United States. It is beg-
garly, slavish, hopeless. It would be made the pretext for sala:-
ries l/)wer than the present rates, and indeed they are low enough. 
Instead of pensions we should like to see a system adopted by 
which the teachers would be obliged to retire frori1 school-teach-
ing after a certain term of service. Such a plan would be bene-
ficiaUo the schools and peculiarly advantageous to the teachers. 
THE SCHOOL-MASTER A P HOME. 
VERILY, . it does seem as if pedagogues were coming to the front. First there was Prof. Seelye of Amherst, who,w.ent 
from the rostrum to Congress with no more log-rolling than to 
say Yes, and the expense of a three-cent . postage stamp. Next 
John D. Long became governor of Massachusetts. Gov. Long, 
though not a professional school-master, is what is just as good 
-a !'cholar. Then' President White, of Cornell, went as minis-
ter to Berlin, the successor 9f Bayard Taylor; then President 
Angell of the University of Michigan goes to China, and last 
but by no means least General James A. Garfield is nominated 
as the Republiran candidate for President of the United States. 
In the case of Senator Garfield the teaching profession has 
peculiar ca~se to be gratified. No puolic man not engaged. !n 
educational work is more closely identified with the professlOn 
of pedagogy than he. A poor boy, a struggling scholar, a dis-
trict school teacher, the president of a college, all by turns, if he -
do'es not know a teacher's sorrows and a teacher's joys then no-
body should know them. And he does. After leaving the pr:G-
fession, on the field of battle, In the halls of Congress he has 
upon every available occasion shown his interest in the calling 
that launched him' into intellectual life. He has shown it ,in his 
pe~sistent study, the gradually widening field of his investi~ation 
and acquirement, and th'e ever-incre~ing grasp and momentqm 
·of his mind. He ha~ shown it in his public addresses before 
teachers' institutes and college commencements. Hence it .is 
that he is respected and admired by the teaching fraternity and 
idolized by the stud en ts. 
He showed 'the breadth of his educational views at an early 
age by passing by the college of his denomination and seeking an 
un sectarian institution oflearniQg for the development of the intel-
lectual -portion of his nature, for his chara'cter was forged .in. the 
harCl school of ad versit y, heated by ambition and tempered in prin~ 
ciple. ' _ 
, A safe hand is his to which to entrust the helm of state. That 
his heart is in tne right place on public school matters there can 
~xipt be the shad~w of a doubt, and that he has a severely practi-
cal knowledge of school work is evident from the remlUk he once 
t . . . ... 
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made at a teachers' gathering, to the effect that "teaching is one-
third education and two-thirds gumption." Moreover he has 
no entangling alliances of the pub1ic school question. He has 
no host of female r~latives looking lovingly on an institution 
whose worst characteristic in this country is its jealousy of the 
public school, nor has he any sisters or cousins or aunts engaged 
in the mission of writing down the American common school 
system. 
On the whole, then, the nomination of General Garfield is 
satisfactory to the educational interest. If Horatio Seymour is 
J;lo;ninated on the 0pposite side, another staunch supp~rter of the 
common school system will be in the field. In such event may 
the best man win! It may be fatuity or superstition on our part 
that prompts the suggestion; it may De a mere coincidence; it 
may be ~he resul~ of a law not yet formulated; but however it 
may be, the fact is that of late the warm friends of the public 
. schools are coming to the front and their enemies going under. 
One of the leading school pdncipals of this state, a prominent 
officer in both the State Teachers' Association and in the Society 
of School Principals, writes as follows to the publishers of the 
WEEKLY under date of June 14, 188o: 
"I shall work in two institutes this summer and shall tell the 
teachers what I feel to be the fact; that the WEEKLY is the best 
educational paper printed in the country. I take eight and think 
I 'have a chance to know." 
Now that is just" the kind of talk we like to hear. It is just 
that spirit which is going to place the WEEKLY where it belongs 
-in the hands 0/ the teachers. We are glad to know that this 
sentiment is prevailing among the leading principals and super-
intendents throughout the West, and that we have assurances of 
a general and united support during the summer and fall. The 
indications are that the harvest of subscriptions this summer and 
fall will far exceed that ever befo~e known. We are preparing 
large volumes in which to record the names. Under the new 
. regime we expect to ' realize great things, and we confidently be-
lieve that a new era, and one of marked prosperity, has already 
dawned upon the WEEKLY. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
ifm,rican' Pros" Hawthorne, Irving, Longfellow, Whittier HobJ>es Lowell 
Thoreau, Emerson. With Introductions and Notes. By the Editor of 
"American Poems." Boston: Houghton, Osgllod & Co. [880. Chicago: 
Jansen, McClurg & Co, Price $1.25. 
This is a beautiful book of 424 pages, a companion to Amen'-
can P()ems. The selections are well chosen to represent the 
eight great authors. With only one exception they are como. 
plete in themselves, those from Hawthorne being the Great 
Stone Face and three other stories; from Irving, Rip Van Win-
Jcle and Lit tIe Britain; from Longfellow, the Valley of the Loire 
and Journey into Spain; from Whittier, Yankee Gypsies and the 
Boy Captives; from Lowell, My Garden Acquaintance; from 
Thoreau '; Sounds, Brute Neighbors, and the Highland Light; 
from Emerson, the essays on Behavior and Books. 
The volume ,is well worthy a place on every library shelf, 
though of special value for use in schools. 
Elntlffllary Lusons in English, for Home and School Vse. By W. D. Whit-
ney, of Yale College; and Mrs. N. L Knox. Boston: Ginn & Heath. PP.[911.· 
This book is the first volume of Ginn & Heath's Language 
Serjes. It is the wotk of two competent authors, though the 
practical part of i~ has been prepared 'mo~tIy by Mrs. Knox, a 
,f. 
lady of long and successful experience as a teacher. It is very 
elementary, and, of course, presents only the most essential 
principles and . facts. For young children it is well arranged and 
attractively ,printed, especially as it is designed to be accom-
panied by a volume of hints and suggestions for the teachers' 
use. There are 48 pages devoted to Letter Writing, an impor-
tant subject, and one well presented in this work. 
This is reall y Part First, "How to Speak and Write Correctly,' 
·which is the essential part of what should be learned by every 
child who enters upon the study of English grammar. The 
Second Part will teach "How to tell the Parts of Speech, II, in 
which the technical terms of grammar and the mere obvious 
rules of-syntax will be employed. 
The Teachers' Edition supplies material for oral instruction, 
black-board work, and dictation exercises, as well as a discussion 
of principles and methods in teaching language. It is furnished 
without charge to teachers of classes using the Elementary Leg-' 
sons in English. 
TI" New A""rican Advanced Spell,,.. Philadelphia: J. H. Butler & Co. 
This new speller contains the following lists of words: . 4,500 ' ~ 
, words not found in the text-books most used in our schools, 'ar-
ranged with reference totheir accented syllables and the' quality 
of the vowels in those syllables; 2,000 miscellaneous words, a 
large majority of which are of the same general character as 
those in the first list; about 800 words common to most of the 
text~books in use; 800 important words WhICh are frequently 
mispronounced; about 1,500 of the best test words in the lan-
guage, for the use of teachers in reviews and examinations. The 
pronunciation and and syllabication follows chiefly that found in 
I 
the latest editions of Webster's Dictionary. Mailing price, 25c. 
Young Folks'· Book Of Podry, Containing a Collection of the Best Short and 
Easy Poems for Reading and. RecitatIOn in Schools and Families. Selec~. 
ed and Arranged by Loomis J. Campbell. Boston: Lee & Shepard. ChI-
cago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. Price $1.00. ~ , 
A beautiful book, prepared by an experienced hand. Part ' 1 
contains si~ple poems and easy rhymes~ 88 pages; Part 2 con-
tains .select poems for school and home, 106 pages; Part 3 con-
,tains choice poems for school and home, 106 pages. There are 
four full-page illustrations; in all about 275 sh?rt poems. The 
parts may be obtained separately, in paper covers, for 25 cents 
each. The poems are for children, not over fourteen years of 
age, very suitable for committing to memory, or for paraphrasing. 
The volume is very cheap at one dollar, and 'cannot fail to be ', 
much valued by both teachers and scholars. 
Ballads and Lyrics. Selected and Arranged by Henry Cabot Lodge. Bos-
ton: Houghton, Osgood & Co., now Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Chicago: 
Jansen, McClurg & Co. l;'rice, $[.25. 
The purpose of this boo~ differs fr~m that·of most of its kind 
in being chiefly educational. ]it is designed for young people- ., 
between the ages of twelve and eighteen, whose educational and 
literary tastes are forming. It therefore contains a wide yarjety 
in style and character, ranging from the" Soldier frem Bingen" 
and the "Old Sergeant" to Milton's "V Allegro" and the so~gs 
of Shakespeare. . ' 
Many of the best lyrics and ballads ha~e been omitted, because 
they are too complicated and too refined.in thought and expres: 
sion for boys and girls, and are suited only to men :md women' 
whose minds are more mature and cultivated. For equally good · 
reasons many very fine lyrics which ~eal wholly with love h,ave 
been omitted. Th~ editor regards Poe's "Raven" as the only " 
poem in the collection that is not thoroughly wholesome. 
Brief outlines.are given of the biography o( e~ch poet. 
' I 
'. 
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the close of the volume are given indexes of the authors and of 
the first lines. 
Rmmantr of E.arly L atin. Selected and Explained for the Use of Stude.nts 
By Frederic D. Allen, Ph. D., Professor in Yale College. Boston: Gmn 
. & Heath, 1880. 
To stude~ts of Latin 'this volume will be hailed with delight. 
It gives in concise form much information, well grouped and 
classified, which it has been difficult for American students to 
find. Wordsworth's "Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin" 
(London, 1874) , is too large and expensive for general use. This 
little volume contains only a hundred pages, b~t each page IS 
well filled with texts and notes. without any rubbish. 
LITERARY No.TES. 
-O!le of the latest publications of Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., 
is a pamphlet on High Schools, by B. G. Northrop, Secretary of the Connec-
ticut Board of Education. It should be read by all friends of education 
Price, 25 cents. 
-No. VI. of Ginn & Heath's Guides f or Scim ct! Teaching is The Oyster, 
Clam, a11d Other Common Mollusks, by Alpheus Hyatt. These little vol-
umes are intended for the use of teachers who desire to instruct classes in 
natural history in a practical way. Price IS cents. 
-Messrs. Ginn' & Heath have just issued a new Catalog of Text-books for 
1880, containing also lists of books "in preparation" and "recently published." 
It ~s a very readable volume, 138 pages. Teachers who want to use the best 
books should send for it. 
-'rwo of Mr. Presley Blakiston's latest works in the series of "American 
Health Primers" are Sea Air and Sea Bathing , by John H. Packard, M. D., 
and Our Homes, by Henry Hartshorne, A. M., M. D . Price of each, ,'iO cts 
Both are of a practical cl!aracter, and must be accepted as valuable contribu· 
tions to the science of health. Both books give detailed hygienic instructions, 
which all should read. 
,-The Salon- of Madame Necker is a new work just published in Paris and 
specially translated for publication in the cheap "Standard Series" of 1. K. 
Funk & Co. Price IS cents. Madame Necker was the mother of Madame 
de Stael, and one of the most famous women of her a,ge. The book has the 
interest of a thrilling novel, yet every word is history. 
-The fourth volume of Davis, Bardeen & Co.'s School-room Classics is 
entitled The A rt of Securi11g A ttention, by Joshua G. Fitch, M. A., Price 
IS cents. _ It contains the substance of a lecture delivered to training classes 
e~tablished in connection with the British Sunday School Union, giving such 
, parts of the lecture as are particularly helpful to public school teachers. The 
8ty~e qf the writer is clear and forcible. Every teacher who reads this little 
manual will prize it highly. 
of Education, as well as of common sense, that fhe temperature 
of the school. ;oom should not exceed 72°. A teacher of an in-
termediate grade, finding her room above regulation temperature,. 
opened the stove door to cool the room. His' majesty th~­
superintendent came into the room, and shut the door. The 
temperature rose to. 80°, and the teacher , opened the stove again. 
With an angry frown, the dignitary strode across the floor, shut 
the door with a bang, and said with pronounced emphasis, "I'll 
let you know, Mtss M, that I run this school." 
The teacher was far away from home, and was ot>Iiged to depend , ' 
upon herself. She pondered over the scene ' for a day or two; -
but she then decided that her self-respect would not allow her to 
remain under such a man. She sent her resignation to the Board; 
with a letter stating the occurrence in its simple truth. The Board 
accepted the resignation without any comment. It was their 
notion that a teacher should, first of all things, please the super-
intendent. 
Anuther of this same class does not bully his teachers in the:' 
presence of their classes; but he makes their lives wretched by 
his harsh and unreasonable cnticisms. He has never a word , of 
commendation for their efforts ; but always leaves u1;?0n their 
minds a feeling that their work is questionable. He always con-
trives to make ~hem specially uncomfortable toward the close of 
the year, by hinting that he may find it advisable to employ 
some one else to fill their' places; or by suggestions of transfer 
to some specially disagreeable rOUm or work. He is prone to 
remark,to his confidential friends that the only way to make thelje 
school-ma' ams "know their place" is to let them , understand , 
that if they will not come under, they must leave. 
Another superintendent is the 'terror of his assistants because 
of his passion for reports, records, and written examin.ations. 
His specialty is official paper. ' Every case of tardiness, every 
absence, every bad lesson, every case o.f corporal punishment,-
has its special blank. His monthly examin,1ti<?ns take up two 
days' time, and the pile of papers which the unfortunate teacher 
carries home will conSUlne all the leisure of a week. Leisure? 
The name is bardly known under such a jurisdiction. From half 
past eight in the morning till half J?ast five in the afternoon, the 
ro.utine wo.rk o.f school, and the ordinary correspondence with 
, -Some months ago S. C. Grig~ & Co., of Chi,cago, published a volume 
called A N ew Method f or the Study of English L iterature, by Louise Mertz. 
parents; the recording of marks . and the filling o!lt of blanks 
consumes every moment. Then ,the evening's preparation of -
lessons, and the correcting of ordinary written work, often tres-
passes upon the hours needed for sleep. "E'en Sunday shines no 
sabbath day" for many a teacher, fairly goaded to recklessness 
by such a perpetual grind. 
. More recently Dayis, Bardeen & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., have brought out 
A , Series of Questions in E11glish and American L iterature, prepared for 
eIass drill and private study, hy Mary F. Hendrick, teacher of Reading and 
English Liter~ture in the State NormaJ.and Training School at Cortland, N. Y. 
As the second book bears much similarity to the first in its general plan 'and 
the questions used, the Chicago publishers have asked the enterprising house 
in Syracuse to rise and explain. This they have done, and the issue has gone 
no further :U yet; whether Messrs. Griggs & Co. will apply for an injunction 
or not remains to be seen. Both books are so evidently ":" good hit," that 
the sale promises to be large and continuous. The Syracuse book is small, 
cheap, and unpretentious; the Chicago book larger, more expensively pub-
lished, and contains more questions. 
SOME SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
"All dea:cons are good," says a New England provj!rb, " but 
there's odds in deacons." 
AllI' school superintendents are good, of course, but there are 
odds, even among them. , 
One of, my aquaintance has the notion that a very important 
. part of his duty ~s to impress upon his assistant teachers that he 
is the ruler of) \is Ijtt~e realm. Tl}.is is a specimen of his way of 
making them fully aware of the fact. It was a rule af tne Board 
Frequently a superintendent of the above type has a paSsion 
for "teachers' meetings." These meetings come every SaturdlliY 
or every altern'ate Saturday, and consume a half day in atten-
dance, and often a considerable time in preyaration. There is 
frequently no excusing' of teachers from attending all these exer-
cises of other grades than their own. Th-e high school teacher 
must listen to long exercises on primary work, and the primary 
teache,r must sit, with such patience as she can muster, through, 
ail exercise in Algebra or Latin. ' 
Another superinten~ent has the demon of order. ',He wants 
unnatural stillness and constant repression. The pupils must 
come up stairs on tip-toe, must sit in a given position, must all 
go out into the yard, rain or shine, to "file in," 'and in short, 
must be; constantly obliged to do something which they dislike, 
in the way which particu!arly aggravates them. The d~~ly fpie-
tion ap.d irritation of carrying out all these little details is put up-
on the assistant. ' Mor~ time and energy are filtered ·away an 
, , 
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trifles than is spen,t upon the actual ~ent~l developement of the 
schooL The teachers find that no credit is given for their best 
work, unless these little things are worked up to _the superinten-
dent's ideal. They are compelled to be harsh in speech and 
discipline, for petty offenses, which they know in their hearts are 
not the heinous crimes that school law makes them appear to be. 
The potentate who presides over such a system conducts visitors 
through his well-ordered rooms with swelling satisfaction; but 
the observant visitor notes, in the wearied looks, the listless gait, 
- the strained and unnatura~ voice of the teachers, evidences that 
this smooth-running machinery is not run except at the expense 
of some one's life. 
Another superintendent is cowardly enough to lay on the 
shoulders of his assistants the responsi~ility of regulations which 
he himself virtually makes. In ever-y difficulty between pupil 
and teacher, he is most careful not to appear, if he can possibly 
avoid it. This not for the purpose of making his assistants care-
ful and particular in their dealings, but simply to keep himself 
'out of difficulty. He even refuses to give the influence of his 
personal support to a teacher whom pupils are conspiring to break 
down. If the teacher is strong enough not to need his help, well for 
'her; but the word that makes the disorderly pupil feel that the 
"power behind the throne" will come down upon the disobedient 
and the rebellious, is never spoken. Pupils know that they are 
at liberty to break down their teacher, if they can. The teacher 
is not even at liberty to fight her way through her difficulties in-
depenp.ently. The superinfendent's rules on one side, and the 
rebellious pupil on the other ~edge up the way; there is no chance . 
for a change of tactics. Not only must the teacher govern, but 
must govern in the way that some one else has conceived to be 
the proper way, and the only way, to govern. . 
Another superintendent crushes out all individuality on tht: 
part of his teachers. -He has not only a "methed" of standing, 
sitting, walking, studying, 'ind winking, but he hac; worked out 
the one method of teaching. Every teacher must follow this one 
plan, undoubting, unquestioning; without murmurs, suggestions, 
or innovations. Machine t€aching must pe run by machine teach-
ers. Those who keep their places in such a system are generally 
of the kind that prefer to be led blindly. So long as they can 
have their work cut out for them, they are well content. But in 
a large corps, there are always some who feel obliged by force of 
circumstances to keep th.eir places, at the sacrifice of their own 
feelings; and who work away, with a kind of martyr spsrit, feel-
ing their lives shrivelling up' within ' them because of the dull 
routine from which they dare not vary. 
The above types are not drawn from fancy. Some who are 
included in them have no .i.ntention' of being overbearing, or 
harsh; or unreasonable. They have taken their models injudi-
ciously, and are trying to reproduce, perhaps in a town of 2,000 
inhabltants, the style of great citie~. They have magnified non-
eSsentials, and have neglected the weightier matters of the law. 
Above all, they . forget that their teachers hav~ rights which are 
as sacred as those of children, or parents, or superintendents; 
and that they owe it to them to save them needless work, to give 
them needful rest, to see that they have a chance to do some-
thing besides read examination papers and write reports. 
Y. S. D. 
-That man hath but an ill life of it who feeds himse~f with .the faults and 
frailties of other people. 
-A bare-headed and bare-footed 'urchin being asked wbat his mother did 
for a living, answered, "Sbe eats victuals, sir." . 
EDUCATIOJ.AL KEARNE YISM. 
OUR PUBLIC S CHOOLS AND THEIl!. CRITICS.* 
THE chara"ters in this dnm'l:are :ltwo or three Governors; a Mayor or two; the president of a college; magazine writer; grand-son of a pres-
ident of tbe United States ; and-don't let it get into print-an editor and 
bis "man Friday." 
Before proceeding, let me express my profound sympathies for some of these 
cbaracters. Walking the street, we meet a man of some prominence, one 
way or another. We ask his acquaintance what are the man's views on the 
school question. They tell"us be bas never expressed any, and they la.ugh at 
tbe idea of his having any opinions on the subj~ct; it is not in his line. Now 
tbis man is liable to be governor or mayor. On taking the chair be must de-
liver an inaugural. He reads all tbe inaugurals \It hand. They all treat of 
education. Finance, he bas a theory about. The business of tbe state, 
charitable and reformatory institutions, the detective force, banks, taxation. 
the militta and all that, he knows something about; or ifhe is a mayor, with 
bighways and sewers, police, fire-department, and water-works, he is familiar. 
But schools-tbat is anotber thing; for no school-master gets to he mayor or 
governor in tbese days. And yet the people expe.ct to hear about the scho'ols , 
and if notbing is said on tbe subject of education tbey will think he doesn't , 
know 9 bout tbat. What is said must be original and striking-something 
new-else it will attract no attention. Now, what is a man, so placed, to do? 
He may caU upon some one acquainted with the educational work in progress 
btlt this man wotlld not say anything new or striking . • 
There are always men with educational hobbies, who perceive the situa· 
. lion and flock around tbe executive chair. What more natural than to select 
one of these hobbies? They are novel and attractive; they seem fresh and 
new; I confess that in such a predicament I would do as many, not all, of the 
rest bave, select the most mettlesome and prancing, and ride him out. Why 
not? It is as barmless as the election sermon. 
The first thing that meets the eye of the future chief magistrate is the 
amount of money expended for the schools. "It will be seen from t~e fore 
going statement [expense of schools] that the money raised by taxation for 
tbe schools of the state amounts to more than dt'uble the sum required to pay 
the entire expenses of tbe state government, executive, legislative, judicial, 
civil and military "~As if this fact had any significance? What if the !lmount 
spent in the education of children were four times, or eight tim'es tne cost of 
tbe government, executive, judicial, etc. Has any man a higher concern 
than tbe welfare of his cbildren? And doesn't everybody know that legis-
latures meet twice as often and stay twice as long as they ougbt? and that the 
best tbing for the government to do is to let people alone as m.uch as, possible? 
Tbe next aim of the average inaugural is to say something new. "The 
elaborate statements of my predecessors, and the voluminous reports of the 
board of education h!!-ve left me nothing new to say." Tbe individual now 
on my little spit proceeds to deplore the impossibility of educating the chil-
dren in cities, and says tbat "the natural and sufficient offset (to the aggrega-
tion of poverty and ignorance in cities) is a large and intelligent rural popu-
lation. Herein it seems to me (him) lie our safety and our hopes for th'e fu-
ture." ;Now seventy per cent of the population, and more thim seventy per 
cent of the school children in this state, live in cities and t"wns of more than 
5,090 inbabitants. Of the remaining thirty per cent, one half musntay in -
the country; for not even a governor would wish to reform the cities by.de-
populating the country. And everybody knows that schools in cities and 
large towns are better than those in the country. No suCh facts as,these' dis-
turbed the mind of the executive. Like many another writer abo)lt schools, 
he had no knowledge of the facts of the case;, to upset the fine theories evolved, 
from his inner consciousness. . . , 
A third feature of inaugurals-if ,one bas ~c~asion to write a second-is 
tbat the opinions previously expressed have Been confirmed! 
"All my subsequent observation has confirmed the opinions expr6sed on 
this subject." Another: "It is matter of satisfaction to me to know that the 
expression t of those opinions) has met with a hearty response from all quar- • 
ters, from those who are most interested in the success of our schools. 
The translation of all this is that the owner of the hobby rode on the oc· 
casion, has patted the rider on the back . . And what was the "subsequent obo: 
servatlon" of the late governor of New York, do you suppose? It is safe to 
say tbat he had not seen a school in session for ten years. 
I have a collection of maugurals about schools. There is not timehere to" 
re'ad the interesting extracts that might be made. from them. On~ of them 
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assumes that graded schools are a great curse, and the" cause of poor teach-
ing. Its arguments, so far as it contains arguments, with the change of a few 
words, would apply to the legislature, the courts, or any other publio institu· 
tion. That there is much poor teaching we must admit. The very purpose 
of this meeting is to help remedy that evil. But the system of grading schools 
operates to prevent, not to produce poor teaching. What is the alternative of 
graded schools? Simply this : In a school of SOO pupils classified in ten grades, 
plac~ all the names in a box and draw fifty for each teacher. There would 
then be no grades. Could the school be better taught? The question an· 
Ren; itself. Nobody seriously thinks of abandoning' classification in schools. 
And yet the vague generalities on this subject in the inaugural of the mayor 
of a leading city in this state, did duty; they were read ' and nol understood 
by-citizcns; they demonstrated the absence of any definite thing to CTlltcise; 
they tickled the ears" of the listeners. The prancing hobby delighted and pac-
ified the owner, who applauded; and then it barmlessly disappeared. 
I mnst be pardoned" for quotlDg at length from one of these inaugurals "from 
a late governor of New York; for at first it seemed to mean something; it 
was'echoed by the late Fusion Governor of Maine; the echo was probably 
prepared for him the year before, it was in his only quasi-official utterance:-
"In my judgment a very great army has already grown up in connection 
with an otherwise excellent system of schools. It- lies in the prinCiple of ape 
plying large sums of money- raised by taxation to the support of high schools, 
and instruction in all the sciences and higher branches of study required in 
the learned professions, To the extent of giving to every child in the state a 
good common school education, sufficient to enable him or her to perform the 
duties of American citizenship, and to carry on intelligently and successfully 
the ordinary labors of life, the common schools are and should be the objects 
of the deepest concern to the whole community. To the few who desire and. 
arc capable of a still higher education, and who have the ambition to shine 
as ~f~ional men in the arts of literature, music, painting, and poetry, the 
door IS WIde open for them to win distinction in those callings. But to levy 
tues upon the people for such purposes is a species of legalized robbery; and 
even the recipient comes to know it. * * * It also breeds discontent on the 
part of those who are edncated, or attempted to be educated, to somethlDg 
.,oove tha! for which they are fitted. It reany disqualifies them for those du-
ties to which alone they are by nature adapted, * * * * The children of the 
poor man generally leave school, with a common school education, and go to 
work for themselves or their parents. Yet while· the poor man's children"are 
thus at wo~k, his little horne is taxed to give the children of others a collegi. 
ate education. Nine in ten of those educated in the so-called high schools, 
at the public expense, would far better pay their own bills than to have them 
paid by the people of the state." 
The erroneous assumptions in this extract crowd every sentence. First: The 
"great wrong" of su pJ?Orting high schools, has not "grown up" in connection 
with our sy~iem. It originated the system, as already stated. Second: The 
schools do not attempt all the sciences and nigher branches of study required 
in the learned profCl'sions. Third: The high school is a common school, and 
is as necessaly a part of the forces required to form good citizens, as any 
other. Fuurth: The high Ichool does not "breed discontent" more than any 
other school. The "discontent is the growth of freedom, and the great spur to 
proercss under democratic· institutions; and ambition is the force that propels 
to higher things throughout society. Let it be admitted that pupils in our 
high schools feel it. Some evil. but vastly more good, results. The costly 
houses, carriages, clothing, etc., of the more fortunate arouse the same desire_ 
The only way to repress this is to make it impossible for anyone to better his 
condition. This may be done in Russia. It is what we do not propose to do 
Fifth: It is not true that the children of the poor leave our schools early any 
more than those of the rich; an~ if they did, Sixth: The tax on the little 
house will have been received back agl!in ten times over. Seventh: It is 
mere assertion, not 8usceptible of proof, and not true, that . nine in ten of the 
pupils in high schools would better pay their own tuition. 
So much spa~e could· not be devoted to thes~ lucubrations which the people 
uf New York have practically ignored, " were they not adopted in the Cam-
bridge platform, so called, set forth in the December 1879 Atlantic, and talk -
the last half dozen years by President Eliot. 
A bill was introduced into the legislature last winter authorizing towns to 
discontinue the high school and send a few bright paupers to the nearest 
_ Academy_ctarian or otherwise. A similar measure was introduced the 
year before. Both failed miserably. The arguments against high schools 
were diagustiug in their feebleness. These two attempt. show how atrongly 
bed is the high school in the hearts of the people. 
The gist of .he opposition to"high schools ID this state lies in a caste feel-
ing • Somebody will get out of his condition-in-life, they fear. There should 
be a laboring class, taught trades; and an educated class whose children 
'h ould be prepared for that station; with this provision, however, that these 
hi;it Ql·lbtiue$SCS lIlay stoop once .in a while, and pick up an exceptionall1 
bright pauper to replenish their own enfeebled ranks. 
Contrast this sentiment with the noble language of Thomas Jefferson: 
"It becomes e?q>edient for the promotion of public happiness, that those per-
sons whom nature hath endowed with genius and virtue, should be rendered, 
by liberal education, worthy to receive and able to guard the sacred deposit of 
the rights and liberties of their fellow citizcDSt and that they should be called 
to the charge WIthout regard to wealth, birth, or other accidental cin:um-
stances." 
In further refutation 01 the Cambridge platform, I subjoin the following 
statistics from an average nigh school in one of the cities of thi8 state. 
As showing by whom the privileges of the high school are enjoyed, the fol-
lowing is of interest: 
Number of 'pupils whose parents (many of them widows)pay no tax, 
Number who pay poll tax only, 
Who pay tax on $1,000 or less 
On $1,000 and less than $2,000, 
u 2,000 ".. 3.CXlO, 
.' 3.000 II .C 4,000, 
" 4,000 .. I, ,e 5,000, 
" 5,000" 'f 10,000, 
Ie 10,000 cc U h 20,000, 










" 50,000 or more, 
By a somewhat arbitrary 
parents is as follows : 
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This school is emphatically a democratic institution. To their mutual ad-
vantage, children from families of every degree of wealth here meet on com-
mon ground. The parenta of these children represent every industry in which 
the people of the city are engaged. This is not the rich man's school; for 
the man who pays only a poll tax or no tax, sends his child to it" It is not 
the poor man's school; for the man taxed for h.is hundreds of thousands finds 
no better place in which to educate his children; and between these extrem~ 
every class is fully represented. The same is true of all the lower schoo!& 
tributary to thili. "The rich and the poor meet tOl:ether; the Lord is ~er 
of them all." . 
We have thus far I:one on the Jeffersonian plan with excellent results. We 
shall continue it, I predict. 
So much about certain inaugurals. It may be said that all this talk on the 
subject is unnecessary; that such inaugurals answer themselves; and that I 
have been fighting a man-of-Slraw. 
We, who are concerned in the management of schools, meekly listen to 
Jaree doses of arrant _, year by year, from men who know absolutely 
nothing on the subject; yet, clothed in a little brief authority, they get the 
ear of the public, while We hold our peace. 
The 1lbove is the feeble expression of the pity and contempt of one man for 
most of it-and an attempt to show the public that we are opposed by a man-
of -straw. 
THE Ql71NCY arne. 
No paper about the public schools would I.e at all complete without lOme 
allusion to Quincy. The New Zealander, who will sit on London bridge and 
contemplate the ruins of St. Paul, if he visits Boston and sits on Bunker Hill 
to view the ruins, and comes across the files of daily papers for 1878-79, will 
be . liable ~o class Quincy wi.th Hop Bitters-some quack medicine, very-much 
advertised. Such an opinion would be erroneous; for in that little town a 
valuable reform is under way; there is genuine, well-directed work and re&l 
progress in that town; there is no sham or pretense, nor any assumption, by 
teachers or the superintendent, which the facti do not warrant; the improve-
ments there are great, and the influence of the agitation is good. The schools 
are alive, and that is the best thing that can be said of any school. 
The herald of this success and the Homer of Col. Parker, if I may be peT-
sonal, has done good service in lending the influence of a great name to at-
tract attention to th.e schools, and in describing the reform in his town. In 
this character Mr, Adams merits only praise. We are now to consider a sec: 
tion of him-the maligner of Massachusetts' schools. 
In his pamphlet and in the inferen~ to which it leam, it is assumed that 
the state of aft'airs in the unregenerate Quincy was the same &I in every other 
place; that no progress had been made anywhere till Mr Adami begat the 
new Quincy; that examinations are a farce; that the methods adopted ill 
Quincy Were all new; that allsuperintendentl are lChoollllutera. cone to 
'. 
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__ seed, whatever they may mean; that half the money paid for schools in this 
state is wasterl, and that in this Bethlehem only has the divine light shown 
where the only children live who can write letters "very perfectly," to quote 
from the school committee of that famous Ii :tle town. A broader observation 
might enlighten the gentleman who seems to think that what he sees for the 
first time is new. There are cities in this state where the best features of that 
reform were iDl;.ugurated fifteen years ago; m ,lDY of them were adopted in 
most of the cities and large towns 01 the state before the Quincy school com-
mittec arose to make their little congratulatory speeches at the sham' exami· 
nations. In many a western city the best of tbose methods have grown old-
that is such of them as can be used in a large city. If Mr. Adams wishes to 
explai~ the ridiculous practices of the school committee 'and the schools of 
Quincy before 1873, let him. But, when he announces tu the world that this 
state of thi ngs represents the schools of Massachusetts, he goes beyond his 
facts! 
THOSE NORFOLK FXAMINATIONS. 
In the report of the State Board of Education for 187!} is a report of the 
school examinations of Norfolk county. It covers one hundred and twenty-five 
pages. It has tables of per cents enough to confuse Babel. It contains a lot of 
lithograph copies of what little children have written It has a list of misspell-
ed words: wlrou, 120 times; which, 58 times; scholar, 221 times. So valuable 
did this pamphlet seem that the legislature was asked to print 5,000 copies 
extra; and' they are sent over the world . Like any piece of folly this pam-
phlet wijl do good. Of its kind, the work of the examiners is good. From 
the work, as printed, valuable facts may be deduced-though what can be 
made from it is far less than it appears. As a representation of the Massachu-
setts schools, the whole thing is a lie-to use scri pture language. 
In the first place, how did that examinjlion originate? I t was ordered by 
a committee of the association of Norfolk county school committees. Quincy 
.is in Norfolk county-Charles Francis Adams, Junior, lives in Quincy. 
"Quontm pars magtUJ." He had made extravagant statements about the 
"schools of Massachusetts" whIch were challenged, and therefore needed to 
be substantiated. Hence the examinations; and hence the little paragraph 
in.the New York IIralion pointing to Mr. Adam's vindication. In the second 
place, what is Norfolk county? For pubEc purposes it is a la.rge fraction of 
Massachusetts-one of the fourteen counties. It has however only some 200 
schools; and about 4,000 pupils were exami ned . The city of Worcester has 
200 schools and 9,000 pupils. Beston has ',200 teacl:ers and 30,000 or 40,-
000 pupils. Neither of these is Massachusetts, because there is Lowell and 
Fitchburg, Springfield and Pittsfield. Norfolk county is not Massachuletts 
because there is Dukes and Nantucket, besides. If anything .has been proved 
about Norfolk county, it doesn't prove that the same is true of Massachusetts. 
In the third place, nothing has been proved. In the course of tbree or four 
months a stranger visits 200 schools, propounds a few questions, and submits 
the written answers to somebody to be "marked" and ·averaged." We get, 
as the result, a lot. of tables and per cents; and columns of misspelled words 
-besides the lithographs. The Illhograph~ prove nothing; for the best may 
be the result of home training, and the worst may be the work of some boy 
who has decended from forty generations of ignoramuses, just emerged from 
the bogs of some semi· barbarous country, and dropped down in Norfolk coun-
ty, where he goes into school for a day once in a while. He happened to be 
present at the examination; and his work, th IJugh the poorest, may be more 
creditable to him and to the schools, than is the best. All such conditions 
as these being unknown, those lithographs do ! ot form the basis of any cor-
rect judgment. And yet the Kearneys will seize upon the worst specimens to 
represent the sad deficiency of our school system. 
The per cents are altogether delusive. The best teaching cannot be meas-
- ured by per cents. If pupils are required to memorize certain "rules" or 
statements, a per cent will show how wdlthey can do this : but such mem_ 
orizing is not the best teaching. Education is a spiritual thine; and it can_ 
not be weighed and measured by per cents, yards, or pounds. 
If this method is right for school~, then it may be applied to society; and a 
per cent should show the intelligence of a community, or the christianity of a 
church. The members of the Rev. Mr. Smith's church may be "averaged" 
and the results given in tables as an inde< of his ministerial character: Dca-
Jones, 67 per cent a Christian; Miss Mehitable Playfair, 98 1·2 per cent vir-
tuous; James Greenhouse. bachelor, 84 per cent honest; Henry Depine, 64 
per cent, a.~ to profanity, etc. This method has not been much in vogue. -
Only one instance of anything of the kind occurs to me.-In the rev iva 
meetings out west where they gave chromos to all converts-like die <:irea ' 
Atlabtic and Pacific Tea Co. 
And as to the spelling-221 different ways for .. scholar": In country 
schools not often visited, in the official presence of a live agent of the State 
Board of Education,. a lot of young children are required to read a stery and 
then reproduce the facts in writing. They must remember the story; express 
it in correct English sentence;; write them upon paper, and attend to spell-
ing, punctuation, capitals, etc.-four things at once, and aU in an august 
presence, and with the thought weighing them down, that this is the decisive 
ordeal of a state examination. No wonder that they didn't remember how to 
spell "scholar." Ninety per cent of them, I venture to say, can write the word 
scholar correctly in any simple sentence. But the examination did duty. It 
has furnished food for the Kearneyites; the New York Nation gloats on the 
results as a vindication against the "educationalists" and Mr. Adams gets a 
place on the State Board of Education; C~l. Parker is called to supervise the 
schools of Boston in company with the late book-begging and book-selling 
agent. of the city of Lawrence. This leaves the rest of us in the place of critics 
like the late Beaconsfield party in England. We will wait to heat the new 
premieTlo apologize-as Gladstone did. 
AND NEWSPAPERS. 
Newspapers are a modern invention. They are scattered thick as "the 
leaves in Vallambrosa." They are one of the greatest of educational forces. 
Everybody who amounts to anything reads the papers. They. give character 
to the community. They often not only voice public opinion, but they lead 
it and form it. The time has psssed, however, when a slory is known to be 
true because it has appeared in print; nearly everybody has learned to the 
contrary. The war gave a great impulse to the newspaper business by fur. 
nishing interesting news. After the war closed, the politics, reconstruction, 
etc .• made interesting paragraphs. At lfingth this palled on the public taste. 
Hard times came on. The scbools became prominent; for their support, 
like the support of a man's children, became the largest single item of public 
expenditure. The discussions in the papers about the schools, by calling at- . 
tentio n to the subject, and by suggesting imp~ovements in the schools, have 
done much good; and all this is welcomed by tbose naving the interests of 
sound education at heart. Even the nonsense that is often palmed off for 
wisdom, and the muddiness that puts itself forward as profoundity. is harmleas 
and not to be complained of. It is not the less a duty~ however, to expose 
the nonsense, and to let the daylight into this muddiness. The crime of Ju-
das consummated the atonement; but Judas is still Judas none the less. 
There is a class of newspaper writers who seek notoriety by attacking 
schools, as an established public institution. They point out defects in the 
schools. just 8$ if nobody connected with them were aware of those defects, 
and as if their pOIDting them out would be an all· sufficient cure. They seem 
to be h&.unted with the ghost of some old school-master; and they do not feel 
easy without periodically abusing him. On very slight occasion they rush to 
the attack; and they feel safe in making these altacks, because the school· 
master is not a vindictive person. He does not often hit back. Too often he 
lacks the spirit, for he feds dependerit upon public favor. More frequently, 
however, he looks upon the talk about education as benll.ath his notice; for 
he sees through its fallacies. It is safe to attack him, because if he attempts 
to reply, and worsts the adversary with hard blows, all the editor has to do is 
to stop just where he can leave the man in a false poSItion, and himself re-
tire behind a cloud of editonal impersonality, where he can cover up bjs 
wounds and pretend that the last blow, which really overthrew him, was nOt 
struck. The oracle at Delphi was.in a cave. The interior was so formed 
that sc·und reverberated w.ith astounding effect. From volcanic action, per-
h,ps, hoarse mutterings and smoke issuea forth to terrify the credulous and 
superstitious ancients. . Taking advantage of this terror, the managers of, the 
oracle, concealed from those who came to co'nsult, could ubserve all they did 
and hear ail they said; while thelr own responses, ,e.:hoed ihrough the cav-
ern, and framed with a complete knowledge of all the other party wished to 
know, fell upon willing ears as voices from another world. Peo~le no longer 
trnst the oracle at Delphi. But a modem oracle has replaced it. The edi-
torial sanctum, joined with all the world by telegraphs, telephones, pneumat· 
ic tubes, mails, and exchanges. knows better than the Delphians did,.and 
utters responses with steam presses, stereotype plates, and ink. People are 
afraid of these oracles. If a paper undertakes to write down a man, at first 
he thinkS himself utterly extinguished. In any discussion with a paper a man 
is sure to be left worsted. He must not presume to differ with the oracle, except 
mildly; he must address it reverently and as &. humble suitor" with i1.fts and 
adulatory address. Now it is a fact that people are becoming familiar with "_ 
these oracles also; and pretty soon they will jnspire no more terror than'that-
at Delphi now does. Yet , unmindful of this waning glol)', some of th~ 
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thunder and bellow and smoke on the school question just as if they were an 
oracle still. The editorial "we" is no longer a symbol of concentrated wis-
dom; the form, the mask, the armor is there; but we know it may cover only 
a skeleton or a boy. People judge for themselves more than they did. And 
many a man left for dead by his editorial adversary walks off as if nothing 
. had happened to him. 
. In ancient story, we are told that t.he daughters of Pelias were persuaded, 
by the sorceress Medea, to hack in pieces their aged father and throw him 
into a cauldron, in the hope that, by the witchery of herbs and incantations, 
they could restore him to his pristine youth and vigor. They found, too late 
that.they had destroyed their fRther. Demagogues, eminent scholars of aris. 
tocratic feeling, misers of unphila!lthropic mind, and unprincipled editors who 
try to create and catch tlie popular breeze-the Medeas of our society-would 
persuade the public to smash the school system and build an ideal one-they 
don't know what-upon the ruins. But the public wm be slow to follow the 
bad example of the daughters of Pelias. I 
We have a school system, as we have a governmental system. That system 
is the parent of the virtue, the intelligence, and the enterprise of our people, 
and however much epitomists may_rail at the vice, the ignorance, and the 
stupidity of society, it remains true that we compare favorably with any other 
state or nation. We should not, indeed, be satisfied to rest short of the high-
est, and the best; but, as Burke said in speaking of the French Revolution, 
we should approach the faults of that system as we look upon the wounds of a 
parent, with pious awe, add filial solicitude. We arraign the Kearneys be-
cause they assume no such attitude, and because they aim to destroy and not 
\0 reform, ~epair, rebuild, and improve. . 
Let it be noted that the public schools are not the only iw;titution on which 
80ciety rests. There are other potent agencies, to help or to hinder: the 
family, the cliurch, society, business activity: It is the best evidence of the 
esteem in which the schools are held, that so much is expected of them by 
their critics. Much criticism would be avoided, both just and unjust, if their 
function were better unde~stood. The _school is to develop mind, character, 
- and power. It is not the family, but it supplements the family; not the 
church, but an ally of the church; not a shop, but it prepares for the shop. 
The teacher is the school. . He ought to be more than a teacher. He should 
be a citizen and a man.- We do not take our place in society. The place will 
not come to us; we must take it. The mechanic and the merchant come and 
tell Us how to keep school. Let us step out and tell them how to condUct 
,their business. The editor palms off his ancient platitudes as the "new teach-
ing." Let us tell the-editors how to make papers-pay them in their own 
coin. Don't be afraid to answer back. Be men! What we need is a heca-
tomb of school martyrs. 
MATHEMATiCAL DEPARTMENT. 
DAVID KIRK, Editor, Jackson, Minn. 
THEOREM. 
The following demonstration of, a familiar theoreRl in plane trigonometry 
will be new to the readers of the -WEEKLY. 
In any plane triangle the sum of two sides including either angle" is to the 
!Iifference of those sides as the tangent of one· half the sum of the ';,ther two 
angles is to the tangent of one-half their difference. 
1) < 
~ ___ ~ ____ ~~ ____________ ==~c 
c 
Let"ABC'be a plane triangle. Produce the side BC until the part produced 
6. . • • 
=the side AB, and then layoff BG=AB. 
Draw BE to the middle point of DA, and draw BH and GF respectively 
parallel to AC; also draw AG. The exterior angle DBA=BAC+BCA; 
DBE=~(BAC+BCA), and DE is the tangent of this half sum. The an. ' 
gle HBE being the difference between the ,the smaller angle BCA and ~ 
(BAC+BCA), is equal to ~(BAC'-BCA) [The smaller of two quantities 
taken from Yz their sum= ~ their difference. J 
HE is ,the tangent of HBE; DC is the sum of the sides BC and BA, and 
GC is the difference of these sides. 
From the figure we derive the proportion DC: GC :: DA: FA. 
DA=2DE, and FA=2HE; hence tht proportion may be written BC+ 
BA : BC-BA:: 2 tan. (BA C+BCA): 2 tan. (BAC-BCA). Dividing the 
sccond couplet by 2, gives the proportion 'as enunciated in the theorem. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Xenius has sent a solution of D. H. Davison's instantaneous interest prob-
lem, which we shall give in due time. -
In D. H. Davison's article on inter"st, the radical sign was blurred. The 
formula was, for amount of I dol. for 2~yrs., at 8 per cent, I.08xr.08x 
VI.08; and also instead of "$100 too much" read $1 too muc!'!. 
A teacher sends an algebraic solution of a problem, viz: to_ find at what 
time after half past five o'clock the hour and minute hands of a clock will be 
equally distant from 6, and on opposite sides of it, and asks us to give' an 
arithme.tical solution. No arithmetical solution of this, that is not essentially 
algebraic, can be given. 
This leads us to remark, that the province of arithmetic is very limited, ,: 
extending as it does, hardly beyond the fundamental rules. 
The various rule. of arithmetic are but algebraic formulae, translated into 
common language, the value of the unknown quantity having been deter-
mined in a general way. We can often solve a problem that does not come 
under a general formula, without making the unknown quantity, or quanti-
ties appear, but the solution will be algebraic. 
The mere omission of letters in the work does not make the algebraic pro· 
cess less_ real, if we mentally ' form and transform equatIOns. Le[ it be re-
membered, then, that the expressipn "arithmetical solution, is often indefinite. 
Another correspondent sends a problem similar to the 95th jn Robinson's 
Practical Arithmetic, m'iscellaneous examples. To solve it, form as many 
quotients as there are equal payments, the dividend being in each case I, and 
the divisors being respectively the amount (compound) of I dollar at the giv-
en rate, due in I year, 2 ytars, 3 years, etc., up to the number of years or 
annual payments. 
- The sam of these quotients will be the present worth of a payment of I dol· 
'lar a year. Divide the given sum by this present worth and thus get the an· 
nual payment. 
J. W. Porter, of Newark, Mo., sends the following problem, being the 9th, 
page 120, Olney's University Algebra. 
"A body, 50 ft. from the ground, falls 16~ ft. the first second, 3 times as 
(ar the next sec., 5 times as far the third sec., and so on. How long before 
it comes to ~es~ rebounding half the distance each fam" -
EXTRACTION OF ROOTS.-NO 2. 
Before giving another unusual rule, let us examine the common rule for-
cube root. Suppose that we hav~ found 3 figures of the root and that they ' 
are 234. The next step is to square' 234, which can be easily done if we use 
the formula (a+b )·=a"+2ab+b·. 234=230+4. As we have already squared 
23 and found it to be 529, we at orice get the square of 230 by annexing two 
ciphers, hence it is 52,900. Next twice the product of 230 by 4 is 1,840, and 
lastly the square of 4 is 16. 
Now we have 52,900+1,840+16=54,756, which 'is the square of 234, and 
in ~etting this square in order to prepare for a trial divisor, we have merely, 
annexed two ciphers to a previous square; doubled the product of two factors 
one of which contains only one figure, and squared one figure (or a number 
expressed by one figure, if that will suit the hypercritical better), and then 
added- the results. 
, ' 
It will be seen that this plan effects a great saving of work when the aoot 
is large. - , 
- That was a wise man who remarked: "I tell you ~at it' is~, young man, 
I buys my. egsberience vresh ePry clay." 
June 17" ,18801 
NOTES 
The Educational Weekly. 
AND QUERIES. 
'1'0 CORRB~PONDRNTS :-Make queries and an~wers short as possible, and .clear. Do not 
write them on the same paper with oth~r ~attersJ but ahyays on separate slips, and on , bl;lt 
one side of the paper. Put but one subject In a query or 111 an answer. Refer to prevIous 
queries by number and page. EDITOR OF N. AN Q. COLUMN. 
No. 17. What is meant by Draper when he says that the pyramids were 
"five hundred years old wben the Southern ,Cross disappeared from the hori-
zon of the countries of the Baltic?" TREBLA. 
ANS. The passage is in Draper's Intellectual Dtvelopment of Europe, ch. 
iii., where Draper quotes these words from some other writer. 
To explain this we mu~t begin with the fact that the celestial pole, or the 
point in the sky to which the axis of the Erth points, has not a fixt location 
in the hevens. It moves about in a circle whose diameter is 47 degrees of the 
celestial sfere, and whose center is the pole of the Ecliptic. Just now our 
pole is near what we call the Pole Star -or Cynosure, and wil approach stil 
nearer to it; but when the first catalogs of stars wer made, our Pole Star was 
I2 degrees distant from the pole. Thirteen thousand years ago, the bright 
star Vega, or Alpha Lyrre, was within five degrees of the pole, and was the 
north star; now it comes about over the heds of dwellers in Chicago, New York, 
and Boston; and when at its higeest point in the sky, it is south of observers 
at Paris, Cop~nhagen, St. Petersburg. We are so accustomed to our present 
, skies that it is hard to conceiv of this former state of things. Furthermore, 
when Vega was the Pole Star, the stars around our present south pole, which 
are never seen by us of the North, because they ar so far south, then formed a 
part of every night's display; and the dwellers 011 the Baltic, if there wer 
any (C')penhagen is very near N. Lat. 56), could see the Southerp Cross every 
clear night., 
But when the pyramids wer bilt, or say 5,000 years ago, the North pole was 
somewhere near t~e edge of the Constellation Bootes, about at a point in the 
sky which may be roughly designated as Right Ascension 225, N. Declina-
tion 45. 
Let TREIlLA take a celestial globe and find on it the lo~ation of the N. pole, 
of the Ecliptic. Now let him take some thin papcr and cut out of it a circle 
whose diameter is 46 or 47 degrees of the globe he has ill hand. Now let 
him put the center of this paper circle on the pole of the Ecliptic, and mark 
on the surface of the globe with red ink a circle corresponding to the edge of 
his paper circle. This red line will show thc orbit in which our pole moves 
in the hevens; and our present pole wil he in this orbit, and the' point we 
hav designated above, R. A. 225, N. Dec!. 45, wil be in or near it. Now 
divide. the edge of the paper into 26 parts, or 24 parts wil do very wef for the 
'illustration; and let one of the points of division be put at our Pole Star . 
then five divisions counted' west from our pole on the globe wil r~ach th~ 
point assumed as the pole of about five thousand years ago. About here, 
then, was the pole in B: C. 3100-3300. Proctor, in his articl in the Contem, 
porary, Sept. 1879, tries to show that thc Great Pyrrmid was bilt about 3300 
B. C., for astronomical purposes. 
Now the location of the south pole at the time supposed wil be found ex-
actly opposi't on the globe, in R. A. 45, So. Dec!. 45, in the constellation 
Horologium. All stars within 56 degrees of this point wer invisible to dwel-
lers in Denmark 5,000 years ago; but as the Southern Cross is more than 60 
de~rees from it, that constellation ' was visible to them. 
DR, WILLARD. 
, No. 18. What were the Paston Letters, cited frequently in Vo!' II. of 
Knight's Popular History of England? L. D. 
ANS. A family named Paston lived in Norfolk in the 15th century; and a 
large collection of their letters was publisht by Sir John Fenn, an antiquary 
of Norwich, in four vols. quarto, in 1787 and 1789, to which a fifth volume 
was added in 1823. These letters wer written in the reigns of Henry VI. and 
Edward IV., thus during the Wars of the Roses, mostly; but,a few ar as late 
as ' Henry VII.'s reign. Hallam says they ar hy different members of a 
welthy and respectable but not nobl family, and ar therfor«: pictur~ of the life 
of the English gentry of that age. Chas. -Knight calls them an invaluable re-
cord of the social customs of the fiftee!lth century. See concerning them AI-
libone's Dictionary of Authors, s. v. FENN: ,Hallam'S Literature of lfurope, 
Vol. I., chap. iii, sec. 41. DR. WIL~ARD. 
No. 19. When was the last execution of anyone for high treason, in , Eng-
land? K. S. 
. ANs. The last I ain able to find was the execution of Arthur Thistlewood 
and others engaged in the Cato Street Conspiracy to murder the king's min-
isters and overthrow the government, which they wer to effect Feb. 23, 1820. 
Thistlewood and his four chief associates wer hanged May I, 1820. Prob- ' 
ably they would not hav been hanged if they had not committed homicide. 
Otter trials since then, even when resulting in conviction and a deth-sentence,' 
hav not been followed by any execution. Thus John Frost, an ex-magistrate, 
was tried and sentenced for the Newport riots and treason, 1839; John Fran-
cis, 1842, for shooting at the queen, was found guilty of hi treason, but he 
and FrOlit wer transported for life. The Fenian trials of Stephens, O'Dono-
van Rossa, and others for treason, in 1865, resulted ill sentences to penal 
servitude or imprisonment. 
DR. WILLARD. 
A CHILD'S HISTOR Y OF TIlE WORLD. 
To the Editor oj the Weekly: 
I wish to obtain for the use of a little girl eleven years old a history of the 
world written in a simple, narrative style. Can you tell me of any such work 
and if so, will you be so kind as to tell me, through the columns of the WEEK~ 
LV, where it can be obtained, and the price? ' 
If you can point me to a book which will make the child think she is read-
ing an interesting story instead of studying history, you will oblige a teacher. 
LARRABEE, Wis., June 14, 1880. ' HATTIE SQUIER. 
The above was received so late that there was not time to submit it to 'D'r 
Willard for an answer before going to' press , Rather than putit off until nfte; ' 
vacation, we will say that we know of no work answering' exactly the require-
ments 01 our correspondent. The one coming nearest to it is Padey's Unf-
versal History, price $1 ,35. There are several such books which give tlie 
history of a single .couutry, as Miss Kirkland's France, $1.50; Dickens' 
England, $1.00; Miss YQnge's Germany, Rome, Greece, England, and ' 
France, each $ 1.50. These, or any other books, can be procured at Jansen, 
McClurg & Co.'s great book emporium, 117 and 119 State Street, Chicago. 
THE COURSE AT THE CONCORD SCHOOL. , 
lvew York Times: The Concord school is thoroughly unique, and is likely 
to be the most characteristic gathering for purposes of serious study ever y:et 
known among us . M. Alcott will deliver the salutatory and valedictory, and ' 
will have generrl charge of the c~nversations of the school. His own special ' 
contribution will be five lectures on "Mysticism." Dr. H. K. Jones wil~ 
give five lectures on "The Platonic Philosophy" and five on "Platonism in 
its Relation to Modern Civilization.'" Prof. William T. Hams will furnish 
five lectures on "The History of PhiloSJphy,,; including Plato, Aristotlel ' 
Kant, Fichte, ~nd Hegel. The Rev. Dr. J. Stein forth Kidney, of Minne7 
sota, will .deliver three lectues on "The, Philosophy-Qf the Be \ utifui and Sub:-
lime." Mr. De,nton J. Snider is to give five lectures on "Shakespeare,", tak-
ing up the Philosophy of Shakespearean Criticism, the Shakespearean World, 
the Principles of Characterization in Shakespeare, and the organism of the 
Individual and the Universal Drama. The Rev. William H. Channing is to i~­
struct the pupils in "Oriental and Mystical Philosophy," his special subjects 
being Historical Mysticism, Man's Fourfold Being, True Buddhism, and 
Modern Pessimism. Mrs. Edna D. Cheny is to speak on "Color" and "Early 
American Art." Mrs. JulIa Ward Howe is to lecture on "Modem Society;" 
Mr. F. B. Sanborn on "The Philosophy of Charity," and Dr. Elisha Mulford 
on "The Personality of God" and "Precedent Relations' of Religion :nd 
Philosophy to Christianity;" Mr. H. G. O. Blake will contribute readit;lgs 
from Thoreau's manuscripts; the Rev. Dr. Cyrus A. Bartol will shed lignt upon -
"The Quandary;" Dr. Peabody of Halvard University will read a lecture 'on 
"Conscien.:e and Consciousness;" and Ralph Waldo Emerson; David A:.. , 
Wasson, th,e ~ev. Dr. F. D. Hedge, Prof. B.enjamin Pierce, and Pro(. G. H .. ' ' , 
Howison will be represented by single lectures. The rich,ness sf this intel~ 
lectual feast c:l.n hardly be paralelled. The more import~nt question is how 
can it all be packed· away III one's mind during' five of the hottest weeks of 
the whole year. 
, 
-In thunder-storms we have no friction, but condensation, and we neea 
not go beyond the usual effects of condensation to explain all ,the electrical 
phenomena on these occasions. 
-A surveyor'~ chain, called Gunter's, after the name of the person who 
adopted it, is four rods, or si~ty-six feet lon2, made of No.6 to NO.9 wire 
and has 100 links. Ten of these square chains are equal to one acre. 
- The other day a man who ~ad just signed his first naturalization papers 
with his ~ frankly admitted to the Clerk of the Court that the American sys-
tem of public schools was a hopeless failure • 
-" Heroine" is, perhaps as peculiar a word as any in our language. 11he; 
,first two letters o~ It are male, the three first female, the {our first a brave man, 
and the wholll word a brave woman. 
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THE STATES. 
WISCONSIN.-Tht Twmty ,Eighth AllnUal Stssion oftht Wisconsin Ttaclz-
"S' Association will be Izeld at Madison, J~/y 6, 7, 8, and 9, 1880. 
PIlOGRAM.-7iusday Evening, JUly 6,8:00. Opening Exercises. Lecture 
-Som~ National Experiments in Education, Prof. Joseph Emerson, Beloit 
College. 
Wednesday Morning, July 7,9:00. Opening Exercises. President's Ad· 
, dress. The Developing Method, Supt. C. F. Viebahn, Manitowoc. Some 
Incalculable Elem'ents of School Work, Pres. J. W. Stearns, Whitewater. 
Primary Teaching. Illustrated by Class Exercises, Miss Mary Brayman, 
Platteville. 
WedntsdaJ' Afternoon. Suptrintendents' Meeting. 2:00. Organization and 
Roll Call. 2:[5. Address, Hon. W. C. Whitford. 2:45. 'Proper Tests in 
Teachers' Examinations, and how Exercised, Supt. M. S. Frawley. 3:30 
Teachers' Libraries, Supt. D. D. Parsons. 4:15. Superintendents' Duty and 
:Action toward the Course of Study for Ungraded Schools, Supt. Agnes Hos-
ford. J. T. LUNN, Chairman of Committu. 
Wedntsday Evening. 8:00. Lecture, Rev. Henry r. Rose, Milwaukee. 
Thursday Morning, Yuly R, '9:00. Opening Exercises. The Teacher's 
Qualifications, Supt. J. J. Somers, Milwaukee. The Methods of Teachiug 
German, Prof. W. C. Sawyer, Lawrence University. The Province and 
Function of a Normal School, Pres. G. S, Albee, Oshkosh. The Kindergar-
ten, R~v. ' J. B. Pradt, Madison. . 
Thursdav AfttrltOon. 2:00. Walks in and about Naples, Miss Etta S. Carle, 
East Troy. Natural Science in Schools, Prof. Samuel Calvin, Iowa State 
University. Reports of Committees. Election of Officers. Miscellaneous 
Business. All papers presented ,will be open for discussion. 
TIzursday Evening. Visit to Washburn Observatory. Remarks and Ex· 
planations by Prof. James C. Watson. 
. Friday, Yuly 9. Excursion to the Dells of the Wisconsin. 
E:JC!zibitor'l Dtpartmpz.t. The State Agricultural Society has made arrange· 
ments for an exhibit of worl,; in the schools of the State. Liberal Premiums 
,are offered. The fall will be held at Madison, September 6' to [0. It is 
earnestly desired that schools preparing work for the State Fair will exhIbit 
"the saQ)e at the Teachers' Association. Information will be furnished by 
Supt. S: Dore, Neillsville, or Gen. George E. Bryant, Madison. 
,The sessions of the Association will be favored with music, under the di· 
rection of Prof. T. H. Brand. 
The Senate Ch'amber and adjoining rooms WIll be placed at the dIsposal of 
the Association. 
The hotels will entertain teachers at reduced rates. The Park Hotel will 
charge $2; the Vilas House, $1.50 and $2; the Capital House, $ [ ; boarding 
houses, $1 per day. ' 
All the Railways of Wisconsin will return at one-fifth fare, all actual mem-
bers 'of tl)e AssociatIOn who pay full fare to Madison. 
The expenses of the excursion to the Dells ot the Wisconsin will be mod-
erate. 
Teachers desiring to make an' excursion around the lakes can take boats at 
MilwaUkee on the loth and [4th, at the same rates originally offe, ed by . 
~ Messrs. Leopold & Austrian, of Chicago. W. H. Beach, Beloit, President,' 
W. H. Chandler, Sun Prairie, CIzairman Ex. Com/ F. W. Isham, Elkhorn, 
Stcretary. 
'Annual Meeting of Institutt Conductors, Yuly 5 and 6, 1880, in the high 
school building, Madison, Wis. 
PROGRAM.-Moltday, July 5, Forenoon. 1.9:00 o'clock, Devotional Ex-
ercises. 2. 9:[0 o'clock, Organization. 3. 9:15 o'clock, Teaching the First 
Reader, Prof. Robert Graham. 4. 10:15 o'clock, Primary Arithmetic, Prof. 
A. J. Hutton, S. Penmanship taught Primary Pupils, Prof. Jesse B. Thayer. 
, Aftt rtloon. 6, ' 2:00' o'clock, United States History and Government, Prof. 
Albeit Salisbury. 7. 3.00, Primary Geog~aphy, Miss Rose C. Swart. ' 8. 4.00 
o'clock, Spelling taught Primary Classes, Prof. J. Q. Emery. 
Evenittg. 9. 8:00 o'cl~ck, Introduction of the System of Grading C.ountry 
Schools, Prof. Robert Graham. 10. ~:45 o'clock, Programs ana Records for 
Grading Country Schools, Supt. James T. Lunn. . 
Tuuday, Yuly 6, Forenoon. II. 9:00 o'clock, Devotional Exercises. 12. 
9:10 o'clock, 'reaching numbers to Primary Pupils, Miss Mary Brayman. 13' 
10:10 o'clock, Drawing, Pruf. A. J. Hutton. [4- 11:10 O'clock, Language 
:bessons, Prof .. :Jesse B, Thayer. 
• Afttrnoon. IS. 2.00 o'clock, School Organization, Prof. J. Q. Emery. 16. 
3:00 o'clock, General Exercises in teaching History to Primary Classes, prof. 
Albert Salisbury. 
Nt>TES.-I. All the exercises are confined to the discussion of subjects con-
~. i'ained in the Institute Syllabus for tliis year. 
2. It is expected that the first half of the h'l.ur assigned to each subject will 
< be occupied by the person named in the program; and that the last half will 
• - , I 
be devoted to a general discussion of the subject, and in this all the conduc-
tors will participate. 
3. The persons appointed to assist the regular conductors in holding ~e . 
institutes next summer and fall are expected to be present and take part In 
the exercises. , 
4. All the conductors are requested to be in attendance at the opening of 
the meeting, Monday morning. It may be convenient for most of them to 
reach Madison at the close of the week previous. , 
5. One-hal( of the actual expenses of the conductors in traveling to Madi-
ison, and returning home, and all their expenses in attendance upon the 
meeting will be paid by the Board of Regents of Normal Schools. W. C. 
Whitford, W. H . Chandler, Wm. E. Smith, Institute Committee. 
A. D. Mayo, of Massachusetts, was to lecture before the' literary societies 
of the Whitewater Normal School Wednesday evening. Commencement . 
exercises Thursday. 
Rev. Tho~. R. Williams, D. D ., a professor in Alfred University, New 
York, hao accepted the position of acting president of Milton' College. Prof. -
Albert Whitford will remain as profe,sor of mathematics. 
Teach~rs wishing to visit Colorado during the summer are invited to cor-
respoqd with Wm. E. Cole, Fond du Lac, who is organizing an excursion, to 
be absent during July. , 
Marshall Academy, F. W. Denison, Principal, has been placed upon the 
accredited list of the State University, for the ancient classi.:al course, 
Milton College will graduate 13 students June 30; Lawrence Universityl5 
students July [4. 
Ex·State Sup't. Searing will enter upon hi. duties as principal of the Man 
kato, Minn., State Normal School next August: / 
IND[ANA.-Prof. J. H. Smart failed to be renominated for the State Super-_ 
intendency of Indiana, much to the regret of school men generally. 'He, 
however, received a very large vote on the first ballot. He has done a good 
work for the state during his three terms of service, The democratic conven-
lion nomin~ted in his place A C. Goodwin, now Co. Supt. of Clark county. 
The choice seems to be an excellent one, since it was determined that a 
change is tll be made. 
-ILLlNOIs.-Our Illinois exchanges will pl(ase substitute Decatur for Peoria 
in the address of the editor of this department. In thus closing his connec· 
tions with Peoria schools at the end of the first year, the writer desires to say 
that no difappointment in work or salary or surroundings has influenced his 
decis!on. The prevailing motive in the cbange is a preference for exclusive 
high school work. Notice of the change w,as givensome time since to the 
Peoria Committee on Tea'~hers, but was, at their req uest, withheld from these 
columns till they should agree whom to recommend for the vacancy. 
The transfer of thili department's headquarters to Decatur will nO,t in the 
least, interfere with its success, but will place the editor nearer the geographi. 
cal center of the state and nearer the southern counties, the portion ' hitherto 
least represented in our work. 
Joliet has elected D. H. Darling of Lockport superintendent of schools at 
a salary qf $1,500. In this union of the East Side and West Side' superin-
tencies Messrs. Lockard and Mills both lost' their places, as the fdends of 
neither would vote to elect the other to the new position. The board are 
moving for the tcrection of a city high school. ' 
At the commencement exercises 01 the Third Ward, Sterling, the Gazetlt 
of that city awarded two prizes for excellence of essays. The first was taken 
by James Forder, the second by Mary Patterson. 
B. }o' . Stocks of LaMoille retires from teaching to enter 'the Wesleyan Law 
School at Bloomington. 
The editor of this department, from exchanges and letters, happens from 
time to time to know of many vacancies ,in principalships, information of 
which he will be glad to write to the friends of the WEEKLY who are availa-
ble for such positions. It would bring too much annoyance to school boards 
for us to publish their vacancies but we are glad to correspond as much .as 
time will permit with those who are so kind as to give us their patronage.' 
We have recei;ed fro,m Geneseo high school the program of their com-
mencem~nt of June 10. It is the neatest thing of that kind we have ever 
seen. 
The Ford county institute advertises free lectures by Leslie Greenwood, J. 
, VI· Cook, W. H. Smith, Lawrence WeldoD, and several others. ' 
W. L . Jennings, a prominent teacher 01 Lyndon, Whiteside county, teaches 
in Kansas institutes this summer. _ . 
At the apnual commencement of Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, addresses 
were giv~n by Rev. Arthur Little of c'hicago 'and Dr. Bateman of Gal~sburg. ' 
D~n~ille co~inenc:ement, June 17, gives diplomas to eight gr~duates. An 
adlDlsslon fee of 10 cents was charged those attending the .exerclses. 
/ 
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ILLINOIS INSTITUTES. 
SUMMER OF 1880. 
DATE WEEKS 
COUNTY. TOWN. TO TO NAMES OF INSTRUCTORS. 
BEGIN. LAST. 
Alexander, Sandy Ridge, 8-2 
Bureau, Princeton, 8-9 
Boone, Belvidere, 8-16 
Brown, Mt. Sterling, 7-5 
Champaign, Urbana, 8-Z3 
Clay, Flora, 7-12 
'Coles, Stockton, 7-26 
Crawford, Robinson, 7-19 
Cass, Virginia, 7-4 
Effingham, Effingham, 7-5 





























































<4 Messrs.- Mrs. Phebe A. Taylor et al. 
2 Harrington, Dougherty, Powel, ;t al. 
2 D. C. Cowan. 
E. R. Shroder. 
Z Mrs. E. C. Larned, d al. 
6 G. W. Smith, N. S. Scovell,C. W. Mills. 
5 T. J. Lee. 
7 D. T. Stewart, T.S.Moore, J. K .Failing. 
4 Messrs. Hill and Butler. . 
5 Owen Scott, Hester Spencer. 
3 S. A. Armstrong, W. A. Wetzell, S. E. 
rRaymond. 
4 Messrs. Benton, Bates, and Boyer. 
Z B. F. Barge, et al. , 
6 D. Kerr, W. F. Wilson. 
6 Messrs. Arnold, Carness, Sherman, 
rMiss Thresher. 
2 Messrs. Gillan, Smith. Garver, Webster. 
3 Prof. Hillman. 
4 C. E. Mann, W. B. Powell, d a •. 
4 Messrs. Paddock, Hays, Rolf(', Miss 
4 A. R . Sabin, et al. 
l Cavolt. 
3 R. Williams, H. L. Boltwood and 
LJoseph Carter. 
4 S. B. Wadsworth, Francis Preston, A. 
[J. Rosecrans. 
M. Tombaugh, A. R. Tayloy, et 0'1. 
4 J . Trainer, E . A. Gastman, J. N. 
[Wilkinson. 
5 Me.srs. Crouch, Conley, Keebler, 
[Chamberlin . . 
3 Supt. Edwards and J . A. Holmes. . 
4 Henry Higgins, Jas. R. Harker. 
5 D. F. Stearns, J. W. Cokenower. 
6 J. B. Abbott, J . Hobbs, Ida MiJJer. 
4 Messrs. Pillsbury, Crow, Edwards and. 
[Hill. 
2 Miss Reed, Mestrs. Cook, Seymour, 
[Bur&ess. 
I Prof. Foster, et al. 
2 D. G. Ray, and R. D. Swain. 
7 J. W. Lowdermilk, W. S. Remine. 






St .. Clair, Belleville, 




















7-19 4 Messrs. Krape, Andrew's, G. E. and 
[C. O. Knepper. 
7-26 - B. F. Allensworth, et al. 
7-12 7 E. Chilcoat and A. B. Chilcoat. 
7-5 6 W. F. Scott, D. B. Parkinson. 






2 D. G. Ray. 




Joliet is greatly excited over an assault made du~ing school hours upon S. 
O. Simonds, Principal of the 7th Ward. Though the assaulting party is a 
young man of influence, the city papers urge that he shall have a lesson which 
will teach him to settle his grievances in some other manner than by attacking 
'an old man in the midst of his pUllils. 
Lawrence county will have two summer normals beginning about July I, 
one at Lawrenceville under Prof. Hillman of Southern Normal, the other af 
Sumner under a Hoosier school-master. 
Shelby county institute will have a short session late in the season. 
, Lincoln public school June 8 graduated seven pupils as their seventh class. 
Principal Hoenshell of Charleston has been re-elected at,I,200,an increase 
of '200 o~er the past year. 
President Allyn of Carbondale, and Principal Crow of Elmwood, attend 
the commenc~ment exercises of Sparta, Randolph county. 
Dr, Edwards ot Princeton can not keep out of the school work. He is 
to address Tiskqwa people some time in June on the " Use of a Good Scnool 
to a Community." He will also deliver an address before the Burea~ Co. 
Institute. 
All the graduating class of this year at the East Side high school, Joliet, 
are young men. Now it i. in order for some one to inquire how to keep the -
girls in school till they finish. 
At the annual elocutionary contest of the Illinois Wesleyan Univelsity the 
first honors were awarded to A. L. Stickle and Julia Ames, the second to G: 
H. Bain and Emily Holder. 
Principal Beaty ot Heyworth received a present at his commencement ex-
ercises-Tennysons' poems in two volumes. 
Prin. Howard, of Shelbyville,published a full report for the past year: The 
ex pense per pupil in his school has been a little less than a dollar p,er month. 
Bloomington gradua 'ed a class of twenty-nine from the city high school 
this year. 
Watseka school closes -:vith a picnic. We insert this item to break the mo-
notonyof commencement notices. 
Peoria city institute held the last session of the year June 12. The exer-
cises were very interesting. Papers were given bi Miss Crawley and Mr. 
Trent. Supt. Dougherty gave a review of the year's work, Excellent music ' 
was furnished by members of the "Choral Union." 
Commencement at Knox College next week. 
Co. Supt. A. A. Krape, of Stevenson, announces an instltute at Len, be-
ginnin{; July 19. M. Andrews, Geo. E. Knepper, and Miss Lottie Richmond, 
of Madison, Wis., have been engaged as instructors. They will be assisted 
,by L. J. Cramer, of Columbus, Neb., E. B. LathaT, and Charles E. BlJlke. 
Evening, lectures will be given by Geo. E. Knepper, M. Andrews, N. C 
Dougherty, Jona Piper. Jas. P. Slade, and others. 
Examination of applicants for positions as high school teachers in Chicago 
June 20, 30. 
The degree of A. M. was conferred on Thos. E. Moore, of Carlinville; 
that of LL. D. on Judge E. Y. Rice, of Hillsboro; and that of D.D. on Rev. 
J B. L. Soule, of Highland Park, at the Commencement of Blackburn Uni-
versity, Carlinville, last week. The Rev E. L Hurn, D .D., was elected 
president of the university. 
The Illinois Normal Alumni Association will have its' annual meeting at 
Normal, August' 25. This information comes directly from 'Prof. J. W.Cook. 
The regular quarterly meeting of the St. Clair County Teachers' Associa-
tion was held in Belleville Saturday last,the 13th inst., about 100 teachers be'. 
ing present. Pr~f. Seo. F. Kenower of Mascoutah i; Pr~ideDt of the As-
sociation for the present year. The first of a series of papers on the Pi9-
neers of the Educational work of the county was ,T.::ad by Mr: Lewis A. Ty-
son. Supt. Henry Raab of the Belleville schools gave an object lesson illus-
trating his m~thod of -teaching langu~ge. An interesting discussion (ollowed 
this exercise on the practicability of teachmg the sciences in the .ungraded 
schools. The next meetlng of the Association. will be held at Marrlssa. 
MrcHIGAN.-Miss Lilian M. Scott, daughter of Prof. F. B. Scott, who is 
known as a contributor to the WEEKLY, and whose residence is in Buffalo, 
N. Y., has been elected township superintendent in Ossineke, where she has 
been teaching for some time past. Miss Scott was formally from the Buffalo 
State Normal School. ' 
Prof. Fairfield, of Howell, accepts t~e superintendency of the Tecumseh 
schools for next year. ~ 
Prof. David Howell, of Buchanan; will take ch~ge of the schools at 
Three Rivers next year. It seems to us that our friends at Three Rivers made 
a mistake when they let p,ror. Baker go last year. . 
Supt. Houseman, of Muskeg~n, has been spending some tim~ visiting the 
schools of Ionia and Boston and comes home full of enthusi ., sm for the Quin ' 
cy methods. • ' 
W. H. Cheever, of t~e University, and for a year or two p~ncipal of the 
Dundee school, hali accepted a similar position in Wyandotte for the ensuing 
year, at an advanced salary. 
. A formal farewell was extended to President Angell in University HaH , 
by the Faculty and students. Prof. Winchell presided. Dr. ~gell was es.~ 
corted in by the presidents of the different classes, and after music by SpeU's 
Detroit orchestra, Prof. Winchell delivered an address of farewell, and bade 
the President a hearty God's speed, both for his own sake and for that of the just 
political principle to which his selection'gave distinct and renewed expression. 
Short farewell addresses were then delivered by representatives of the differ-
ent departments; C. M. Wilson, of the literary department; J. A. Beebe, 
of the medical; ~ddison Morgan, of the homceopathic, and E. E. Gatchell, ~f 
the pharmacy. 'Fhe President then made a felicitous response td the senti. 
ments which had been expressed, and closed with an, appeal to tlie student. 
u:at nonel but good reports of themselves should reachhim during his, abScnce • 
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. The Hastings board of education has empbyed its teachers for the en 
suing year. 
Prof. Andrews, principal of the Lyons schools. has accepted a like posi~ 
tion at C~nyon City. Colorado. 
The Niles high-school will graduate 13 purils, seven boys and six girls. 
The Manchester high.&chool will also graduate a class of six, two boys and 
four girls. 
Geo. A. Parker, as principal of the school at Port Sanilac, is reported as 
having been very successful in the administration of. his duties during the las 
year. 
Miss Emma Smith, who taught several years at Rom~o, but who has 
been spending the past year with friends in Minnesota recreating, has accept_ 
• ed her old position at Romeo, at a salary of $600. 
Mrs. A. C. Hamilton has been appointed to the position of preceptress in 
Olivet College. Mrs. lJamilon is a sister of Prof. C. A. Gower, 5uperinten. 
dent of public instruction, and is a very efficent instructor. The friends of 
Olivet College .may be congratulated upon this· appointment. 
The school board of Manchester has re-employed for next year all its 
present corps of teachers. J. W. Robin~on will remain as superinterdent at 
an advance salary over the present year Of$I50, and C. F. Field as principal 
at an advance of $100. An ad '/ance has also been made in the salaries of 
the lady teachers. 
IOWA.-ThE; Van Buren county normal institute will be held at Farmington. 
A session of four weeks has been decided upon. 
The pupils of the Lansing public school gave an entertainment of much 
merit last week, the proceeds of which are to be u.,ed to pnrchMe a cyclope-
dia'for the school: 
The late' 0. C. Hale; of Keokuk, left .a bequest of $2,000 to Iowa' Col-
lege. 
• The Poweshiefc county Teachers' association held an interesting session 
at Victor, last week. Sup!. Shattuck knows how to keep teachers thoroughly 
awake in regard to Bchool work and schr>Ol duties. • 
Washington academy graduated a fine class of sixteen students last week, 
!he total number of students in attendance during the year is 149. . Principal 
Johnston ~nd Prof. McKee are doing excellent work. The next term of the 
academy will begin August 30. 
The Elkader school board acted wisely in voting to retain the present 
corps of teachers for the' next school year. 
The present t<:rm of Manchester academy will close the 25th ins!., with 
a grand declamation contest. Five ladies and five gentlemen will take part. 
The prize is a fine gold medal. We are glad to hear that the ,academy has 
flourisheq finely during this, its first year. 
·Last week Manchester graduated the first class in the history of the school 
which has completed the full course of study. The address on "Free Schools" 
wpich S. L. Dogget, Esq. prepared for the occasion, was admirable in matter 
as a closing exercise. 
The commencement exercises of the Keokuk high school occurred Thur,-
day. and Friday evenings of last week. The graduating class of '80 number-
ed twenty-six. The Gate City says that Prin. Campbell is entitled to much 
credit for the efficient and careful manner in which he lias instructed the 
graduat~s. . 
The semi-annual term of the Burlington high school closed last week. 
The Hawk.eye says: ,. The graduatmg cla~-tbree young ladies and se~en 
gentlemen-who participated in the exercises last evening, appeared to good 
'advantage, and deserve much credit for the manner in which they acquitted 
tb,emselves. Each was prepared ' with· a well-written essay. delivered in a 
clear, distinct manner. No faltering, no indistinct speaking, no trash, and 
what was equally as pleasant to the audience, there was a: variety of subjects 
for thought ip. the papers presented." 
~of. McBride, of Iowa City, and Prof. Rose, of Davenport, have been 
engaged as instructors in the Normal Institute this summer. They will be as-
'sisted by some of the leading educators of the country. 
Iowa College invited Hon·. James A. Garfield, ReI ubliean' candidate for 
PreSident of tbe U.nited States, to deliver the oration before the Trustees last 
.Commencement. ~e would -have delivered it the coming Commencement, 
June 30, but for the length of the session of Congress: . 
Scloo! Rulings.-The fo1l9wing includes some of tbe latest rulings by 
State Superintendent von Coelln. 
• - 1_. A~endance .up.on the normal institute is voluntary, and cannot be.made 
the basiS of refusmg, or of granting a teacher's certificate. So far as scholar-
'. ship is con'terned', the certificate is dependent upon the examination only. 
2. The validity of t.he organization of a district may not be determined by 
a Connty Superintendent, on appeal ; but is to be decided only by the courtS 
at law, in the nature of a writ quo wan·(/ ltto. . . 
3. So far as known, the bu~iness to be transacted at :\ special meeting of 
the board, should be mentioned in the call, but this will not prevent the 
transaction of any business, for which the law does not require a spe('ial no-
tice. , . 
4. Our supreme court in a decision given not long since, held' that the board 
can use the contingent fund for only those purposes named in s~ctions 1729 
and 1748, except by vote of the electors at their annual meeting. The court 
held that a lightning rod cannot be paid for from the contingent fund, unle~ 
erected to supply an old one as repairs, or unless ordered ly the electors. 
The new edition of the school laws is detained by no fault of O\~rs : .:The 
printer and binder have a large amount of work. The laws will be distribu-
ted at the earliest possible date. C. W. VON COELLN, 
Supt. Pub. Inst. 
DES MOINES, JUNE 16, 1880. 
At the next meeting of the Iowa Academy of Sciences at Iowa City, June , 
24, Prof. F. M. Witter, of Muscatine will read a paper on the number of hours 
children may De confined in the schoolroom each day. Other papers will be 
read by dislinguisbed scientists. 
Supt. McNaugbton is winning golden opinions by his ready, able, and ju-
dicious management of the Cedar Falls schools. The closing exercises of 
these schools must have been eminently creditable and satisfac~ory, if we may 
judge from the flattering reports which have come to us. 
The University of Des Moines beld her sixth annual commencement elf-
ercise last week. Three students received diplomas. The Rlg ister gave ex-
cellent synopses of the orations. • 
We are glad to learn that Prin. R. D. Jones is making a complete success 
of the Guthrie county higb school, at Panora. A fine class graduated from 
this' institution recently. 
"The Scroggs Family"-Bro. Shoup's masterpiece-will be copyrighted 
soon. 
The Normal School Examining Board is now hard at work. The follow-
ing is the list of examiners: State Supt. von Coelln, Des Momes: R. Sander-
'son, Burlington; 'R. W. Ewart, Manchester; W. W. Speer, Marshalltown. 
Commencement exercises take place June 20 to 24. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
-The Methodist Book Concern at Cincinnati and Chicago, is now manag-
ed by Walden & Stowe, instead of Hitchcock & Walden. Their Chicago 
office is three doors from that of the WEEKLY. 
-ANNOUNCEMENT of the Courses of Instruction in the Scimce and tM Arl 
of Teaching , in the UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, sent on application.-H. D. 
BENNETT, Steward. \ 
-Extra copies ot this paper will be furnished to agents and others wIlo 
wish to present specimen copies at teachers' institutes. Send to us for terms 
to agents. _Only first-class teachets are wanted to represent this paper, as our 
subscribers come only from that class, and we give only first· class commissions. 
-The Publishers of the WEEKLY offer no club rates. All subscribers, a,.t 
institutes or other places, pay the same price. No agent is authorized to re-
ceive SUbscriptions for less than the prices named in this paper. The prices 
are low enough, and as low as anyone with self-respect ",ill want to pay. 
But some people-with9ut self-respect-will want a discount from any price. 
If you should offer the paper free, they would want a premium thrown~in. 
We never catch ihat kind on our list. 
-Do not western teachers want a westenz journal of education? Do not 
the best teachers, those aiming for promotion and higher standing in the pro· 
fession, want a weekly journal? Is not THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY just 
what is needed by the great army of live tea.c;:hers in the Western . States ? If _ 
not, may it nofbe made so? Ought not the West to have a live, well conduct-
ed, and independent educational weekly? If these questions are answered in 
the affirmatIve, then it is the duty of every teacher and superintendent to join 
hands with the publishers of the WEEKLY and ma;ke it the journal which shall 
meet the above requirements. Its pubbshers have opened the way. It has now 
entered upon its eighth volume. It was founded and it now lives in response 
to a dem!1nd ·for such a journal. If it is nof all that is desired, let its· friendS 
lend their assistance in bringing it to the desired standard. It has a fair cir-
culation, but it ought to have a much larger one. This can be seo:ured not 
alone by the efforts of its publishers. Thousands of others are interested in 
the paper, and can materially adv~nce its interests, without expense to them· 
selves, by speakillg in its be~alf, writing for its columns, and forwarding 
names of subscribers. Every good paper ~ust have a constituency, and tlt"is 
constituency must work fllr it. Now is the time to take ~old. Will yo.u do it? 
. ,
, , 
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A NE"W" DEPARTURE IN THE SOHOOL SEAT LINE . 
The cuts below, made tromphotogrophs of the desks themselves", illustrate lh~ , 
great superiority of the Rear Folding seat over the old style. 
Fig. I.-li'rom photograph of old style seats which have been in use less tJtanjivej'ears. Fig. 2.-FTom photograph ('\( Rear-Folding Seats :-
"LOOK ON THIS PICTURE, THEN ON THIS." 
And if you wallt a School.Desk that 1IJill i .. dttu a lualthful p osition, a seat that ca" never sag, and which is more convenient. dttrable, a,zd beautiJul than any 
ether write to the UNION SCHOOL FURNITURE CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICH., or 53 STATE ST.· CmCAGO, . 
, Manufacturers of the Self.Folding School Seats. and de.lers in Maps, Globes. Black Boar.dlng and all other kinds of School Supphes 
TEACHERS CAN MAKE THEIR VACATION 
A SEASON OF 
PROFIT AND. RECREATION 
BY SECURING AN AGENCY FOR THE SALE OF 'OUR POPULAR 
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. FROM THE ABORIGINAL TUfES TO THE PRESEN7' DAY, 
By JOHN CLARK RIDPATH, A. M., 
Professor of Belles·Letters and History in Indiana Asbury Univer&ity; Author of Ridpath's School 
Histories, &c. 
Just tbe book for Thc }Iome, the T ea(her.Jhe Library. Brilliant , Fascinating as fiction . Authe'!tic beyond 
uestion, and ~O cheap that no one can afford to do without this DBST orall popular Histori~s of our Country. 
Fully lllu!\trated, with maps, chart!' , sketches and pOlraib. Be sme and send for terms. 
WE ALSO PUBLISH 
PHYSICAL LIFE OF BOTH SEXES. 
A MOST VALUABLE Book, FASCINATING in s tyle. PURE in language. ENDORSED by physicians every· 
where. All elaborate exposition of the PHYSICIAL LIFF. OF MAN AND WOMAM. Elegently printed 'and fully 
Illustrated. We offer 
EXTn...A.. :I: N D U O 'E 1'K EN T S 
On the above named books and want agenis in every County. NO MORE PROFITABLE employment can be 
found for your Summer Vacation. We shall be p'eased to furnish you full DESCRIPTION and 
TERMS on application. 
, ADDRESS 
JONES BROTHERS & CO., CHICAGO, ILL. 
N. B.-IF YOU ARE INTE,RESTED IN TEXT-BoOKS FOR YOUR SCHOOL AND WANT 
TRE BEST ASK FOR OUR LIST. 
Boston University 
- Oll'ers in.Collegiate and Post·graduate studies. In Theology. 
. Law, and Hedicine the ' choicest of Eastern Advan· 
$72A WEEK _!Sa day at home easily made. Costly 'Outfit~. Address True & Co. Augusta. He. CUb 
JAMES P. SCOTT'S JEWELRY 
~ atches and 0I",:ka. Agent'. Oatalogue Free. Ohlcago. 
. tag.... Address TIuReristrar. My advertise;"tnt in the ' WEEKLY pays better 
I OWA COLLEGE, Gri",,,ll, II1'W4. For catal~e, t~izn in any otherpaper.-A. C. Mason, Jaclmm. etc., address tbe Pre.ident, Gao.F.MAGOI1N, D.D. Lchy . VIlle, 111. 
GINN & HEATH 
Have removed their Western Branch House from 46 Mad· 
ison to larger and more central rooms ' 
56 State .)tre~t 
Where they willl:e pleased to see the teachers of the We:'t 
when in Chicago. Their list of .Standard School Books tS 
COnFtontly l<rowing in favor with the really PROGRESSIVE 
EDUCATORS of the country. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR •. 
Elementary I,essons In English, by Knox:& WhitD'CY, 
Teachen.' edition of above . 
'Vhitney's Essentials of English Grammar. 
Teacher's Manual for ~bove. . 
Gilmore's OutHne-A Manual of ' General GraDlmar ~nd 
Introduction to Rhetoric-for High Sch'oOl. and AcademIes. 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIEMCE. 
Wentworth's Geometry and Algebra. 
Hill's Geom~try "for Beginnus. I 
Dolbear & Gage's Natural Philosophy. 
Science Primers about Pebbles, Common Plants, Sponge..;, 
Corals,Mollusca, Worms, Insects, Frogs, Reptiles, lIefals 
and Rocks . 
GEOGRAPHY. 
"Our World." Nos. J and 2. 
Fitz Globes 6 and J. in. 
~oslin Globes 6. ,. and , S. ohnson's School Maps. . inn & Heath's Classical Atlas . 
. LITERATURE. 
HudliOn's Sbakspere. 
Arnold's Manual. '_ 
Sprague's Irvlng.Paradise Lost and Lycidas. Also handy, 
school editions of Burke, Webster,Bacon (30 essays), Words· 
worth, Coleridlte. Bums, Addisqn and Goldsmith. 
Craiks Philological St\ldy of .. Julius Ca«ar." 
" Parlcmentof FouIes" and UEnglish of XIV Century." 
INTELLIGENT TEAOHEBS every where n~ed not 
be remtnded that all first class schools and colleges , use 
exclusively . - . 
Allen & Greenough'. Latin Course, 
• Goodwin & White's Greek Course, 
lIason's National Music Course, 
Send for full de~criptive Catalog. 
156 State Street, <1hlcago. 
·PLAYS. DIALOGUES & TABLEA~I. 
For Schools and Amateun, of suitable length, from dramas 
to short farces. Number of characters and tIme required to 
suit .11. No scenery required. Very popular, "nd recur-· 
illg Air",.t !>r4i .. from t.ach.r. a"d pr.... RecitatiD'" 
Send for lUll descriptive catalogue. • 
T.' 8. DENISON, 
70 Metropoli~n· ~lock. Chicago, Ill. 
" 
Th~ Educati~nal Weekly. 
AFRESH BOOK. 
Hailed with Delight in Educa-
tional Cir~les. 
A NEW ARITHMETIC 
, 'CONTAINING 
_ Bhort, Bimple, " 
. . Practical and 8cientific 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. 
ANew Method of computatIOn for eve~ topic of 
Arithmetic, admltting of an Easy Analysis, and which is 
shorter J more simple, better and easier understood, and will 
soon supersede the methods now in use. Valuable Hints 
In the solution of problems, showing how different classes 
can'be solved in the easiest, shortest 'and best way and a 
valu~ble appendix of mathematical curiosities, puzzles , and 
quenes . 
The work contains 1'14 pages, 12 mo. -Gnd will be sent 
on receipt of 
Prlce In Cloth, 81.00; In Paper, 75 Cu. 
Descriptive circulars and 'recommendations sent on 
application. 
, Address, J. F. LANING, . 
NBW LoNDON, 0., ~uthor and Publisher 
EOO·K-KEEPING. 
The attention of teachers is requested to a flew edition '!I 
FULTON & EASTMAN'S 
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY 
· ,~·BOOK:.,KEEPI NC. 
-, 
For tweuty years no aceney w.~rk whatever ~~been used 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenac.ty 
with which it has retained its popularity while rival works 
have been actively and energeticali,Y pushed through agents, 
attests the hold Fulton & Eastman s Book-keeping has upon 
the good opinion of educators. 
Over 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. 
Single copics for examination, with a view to introduction 
will be ·sent by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of 60 cents, an 
a full ser of blanks ul'on receipt of 45 cents. 
The price of the Text·Book is one dollar and or six 
blanks, 75 cents. ' 
H. B. NIM8 & CO., Troy, New York: 
-MARTHA'S VINEYARD 
Summer Institute. 
The largest, most pleasantly located, and least expen-
sive of the Summer Schools on the Atlantic coast. 
14 Deparfments~ 78lnstrucfors. 
Addreu, inClosing stamp, 
C. H. SPRAGUE, 
Priva\e Sec. of Pres. of M. V. 8. I., 
5 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
·IT WILL 
:PAY 
80HOOL ' TEAOHER8 
TO WBAR OUR 
COIION SENSE BOOTS 
~ing especially a~apted .q 
all who stand or walk much .. 
SPECIAL PRICES TO TEACHERS • . 
, e. E. WI8WALL &.00., 
, 86 STATE STREET. 
'.' Dealer~ m aU the best styles of 
Bodts and Shoes. 
Por Sale or Exchangc I A Io,r,. MaJ:ic Lantern. 
COlt loP. C~. J. WARD, Horselleads, Cbemung (:0., 
~ewYork. • 
LANCASTER 'SCHOOL MOTTOES 
" THESE MOTTOES A GRAND HIT." 
THIRTY MOTTOES AND 
THE LORD'S PRAYER. 
THOU GOD 8EEST ME. RBVBRSB ; Be Polite. Sirive to Please. 2-N ever Fors:et that God is Ruhng. RB-
VERSB: "W.th Malice toward N ~ne, W.th Charity for AU." 
Boys, Don'tbe Mean. 3-Be Kind to One Another. RE-
VBRSB; Always be "On Time." No Idler; Here. 4-The 
Golden Rule: Do unto Others as you would have Others do 
unto You. ' RBVERSB ; Our Life is What We Make It. 5-
The School Tax is the Best Tax. RBVERSB: Lost Time is 
Never Found Again. 6-The Three Sieves: I s It True! 
Is It Just ? Is It Kind! REVBRSB: 1:11 Try may succeed: 
I Can' t must faii . "We .may Reach the House of Never-
Through the Street of By-and-by ." L-Speak the Truth. 
No Lie Thrives. R&VBRSB : Do One Thins: at a T ·me, and 
that Well. S-D9 Right. Have Faith in God. RBVBRSB: 
Thoroughness First. Then Progress. 9-Boysl Iustdoall 
the Good you can and don't Make any Fuss about it.-
Charles Di&k~"s/ Slue". RBVERSB: "Let no one consid. 
er the dar. as ended until the cuties it brings have been dis· 
charged. ' Io-God Bless our School. RBVBRSB: A 
Silent Worker is better than a Noisy Talker. II-No Bad 
Thoughts. Be Self-Reliant. RBVBRSS : Lost I Ten Golden 
Minutes. Each 8tudded with i!!ixty Diamond Seconds I 12-
The Lord's Prayer. RBVBRSB: Chewing, Smoking, Lying, 
Drinking, -Swearing ; Boy~ They Cost Too Much I 
[cho.ce Extracts as Sub-Mottoes.] 
.. Tluse Mottoes A Grand Hit- Needed Every-
where- Will Sell Wherever Seen." 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT'S RECOMMEND THEM. 
Teacher. Think Them the Belt and eheapeat 
Mottoes published. 
THESE MOTTOEi have been heartily approved where-
ever seen . As a mere attractive feature of the School-room, 
they are worth the price at which they are advertised; while 
the.r inftuence upon the mind of many a pupil cannot be 
otherwise than good. They are on the finest ext ra-calend-
ered 6-ply "Ra.lroad" (not Chma) board, the beil of its 
k nd manufactured. The only colors used are Salmon and 
Green-these colors contrasting aireeably with the deep 
black of the Mottoes. "They ar. printed On Both Sides 
- ·thus making onc set e~uivalent to two -so that they may 
be turned, as desired, to afford variety on the walls of the 
School-room, or to impress more deeply some lesson in 
morals or conduct. They are of such size (8xt4 inches ,) as 
to look well when hung, and at the same time not too lar&,e 
for convenience in mailing. ...-Sent post·paid, securely 
enveloped, on receipt of 81.10, or by express. when several 
sets are de~ired, at special rate~. 
S . . R. WINCHELL & CO., 
()h1cago, Ill. 
STURDEVANT'S 
TEAOHER8' . AGENOY. 
I. PrOTide. Schools with Teachers. 2. Furnishes Pul-
tions for Teachers 3. Supplies Chambers's Encyclopaedia 
to Teachers, Tru!otees. &c., at wholesrue prices. Applica-
tion forms for those desiring teachers or positions se-nt free . 
We haTe at date (June IS80) several calls for principals and 
as,istants in the Western States.-No charge to school 
officers for _p~ocuring first-class teachers. References: 
State Supt. Wickersham. Pa.; State Supt. Thompson, Neb.; 
Pres. Cornell Univ., N . Y., etc. 
Chambers's Encyclopaedia Phila. Edition IS80. (the 
only illustrat~dandAmerican rev ·sed Cha mbers's published) 
in ten large vols .• 4000 cuts. 8320 pages leather b.nding (reg-
lar price $oS') will b. furnished for a limited time, for 816.90 
per set expressing at purchaser's expense. I.t will be sent 
C. O. D .subject to examination if desired. A: D. STURDEVANT. A . M . Sec., 
Fulton and N . J. Avs. East New York. 
LEE & SHEPARD', Boston. 
41 Franklin 8t., Boston. 
HllkOBS OF HISTORY SERIBS. 
1. Towle's Vasco da Gama, 
lI. Towle's Pizarro, 
3. Towle'. Magellan, 
LATIN SCHOOL sa.nlS. 
1 . J?haedrus, Justin. Nepos, -
I. QulDtus Curtlus, Ovid, Cicero, 
Bold by all booksellers, and .. nt by mail. 







lJNIVERSITY PlJBLISHING CO., 
. 1.SJ Murra'v Stree't~ 'New ·l!ork. 
. PUBLISH 
Maury's Geographies. . 
Holmes' Readers, Bi8tOry, and Grammars. 
Venable'. AritJlmetics, Algebra, Geometry. 
GUdersleeve's Latin Serles. 
iJ(\hn8ton & Browne's EngUsh Literature. 
peVere'8 French Serle •• 
Excollont Books for Scliools: 
!MERICAN POEMS. 
Selections from the works of LoNGPELLOW, WH'TTI"", 
BRYANT, HOLM is, LOWELL, and EMBRSON. With Bio-
graphical Sketches and Notes explaining the Historical 
and Personal.Allusions. 463 pages. '1.25. (Sp~c£"'111 
coPy,9O ce1fts.) 
Exceedingly valuable as an auxiliary reading-book in 
schoois.-Bosto" Adf)~rtiser. 
AMERICAN PROSE. 
A companion volume to "American Poems." Selce-
tiens from the works of HAWTHORNB, IRVING, LoNG-
FELLOW, WHlTI'IER, HOL~ns, LoWBLL, THOREAU, 
EMBRSON. With Introductions and Notes. 31.25. (Splci-
m •• copy. 90 ce"ts.) 
A:. book of entire stories sketches, and essays, embra .. 
cing some of the best specimens in these departments of 
American literature. The Introductions and Notes 
make it an admirable readmg-book for High and Gram-
mar Schools, and no less attractive to the general reader. 
BALLADS A~D LYRICS. 
Selected by .HBNRY CABOT LoDGtI. '1.25. (SjuillU1f 
copy, QO cmts.) · • 
This book contains upwards of one hundred and lilty 
of the choicest ballads and lyrics in the English lan-
guage. It is intended for readinc in scheols and is a ... 
delightful.ext.book in this fascinatin~ . dopartment of 
literature. 
Q- Tlte abov. bo.ks are sp<eially d~sig"ed f.r Sujpll-
,,,.,,tary Readi./{ ill Schools. · llrey i"clude 10 ",a"y ofllu 
best America. essays, stories, a"d po~ms, ""d so m4uy 11/ 
lit. best ballads in tlu world, that tlrey are peclll;ar/y 
valuable ."d elJually ;"teresti,,/{. 
A PRIMER OF AMERICAN LITERA-
TlJRE. 
By CHAItLKS F . RICNARDSON. Wit~ full Index. ISme, 
cloth. $0.50 (Speci",." coPy, 3S ce"ls.) 
This comprehensive sketch of our literature and 
authors is well 'ldap.ed for use in all schools in which 
A.m~riean literature is studied, and is specially Gommcn· 
ded to the notice of inteUigent teachers. 
I ENGLISH LANGlJAGE. 
Its Grammatical and L og.cal Principles. By HARRI5 
R. GR.EN., A. M . ~I.05. (Specimm copy, Qo ce,,/s,) 
I do not h esi tate to say that I think it will prove a 
valuable text book for those advanced pupils for whose 
use it IS intended.-W. T. HARRIS, Sup t Sclropls, st. 
Louis, Mo. 
VOCAL ClJLTlJRE. 
The Cultivat.on cftbe Voice in Elocution. By JAM'" 
E . MURDOCH and WILLIAM RUSSELL. I.mo. '1,'5· 
(Spec;",.,. coPY, 81.00.) 
This book has passed through scores of editions, and 
has had the heartiest practical endorsement of the best 
American teachers of elocution for many years. 
COLBlJRN'S ARITHMETIC. 
Intellectual Arithmetic upon the Inductive Method of 
Ins ' ruction. By WAItItIlN COLBURN, A. M . 16mo, 30 
cents. 
WORDS AND THEIR lJSE~. 
By RICHARD WHITK. New apd revised edition I~UIlO, 
'2.ro. 
We takeleavo of this interesting volume with thanks 
to) the author for the valuable service which he has ren-
dered to the English language in pointing out the abu~es 
to which it has been made subject. and ttte errors wh.ch 
are of common occurence in its colloqu Ial and literary 
use ,-New Yorlr Tr;bun~. 
It is a hand-book for the reading man to keep before 
him.-CHARLTON LEWIS, Ph. D., in The Gawy. 
EVERY-DAY ENGLISH. 
By RICHARD GRANT WHITB. I2mo, _ • . 00. 
A book of great value to all ,\,ho .lppreciate accuracy 
and fitness in the use of language. It treats man}' 
points \n speach, writing, grammar, and specinl words 
and phr .... s. and is written with so much humor that it 
Is as entertaining ~ it is useful. : .. 
•••. For sale 6y Boolrsell~rs. Se"t, poll paid, .,. rlc.;P1 
of pric~ 6y Ih. Pub/islurs. 
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & 00., 
BOSTON; MASS. . 
'. \ 
:- -',]u.ne 17, 18$0] 
A Bra£n and Nerve' Food. 
THIS DIFFERS FROM ALL OTHER TONICS BECAUSE I r IS COMPOSED OF THE VITAL OR NERVE-
GIVING PRINCt.>LES OF THE OX BRAIN AND WHEAT GERM. 
PhYlicians have found it so nece~sary that .t~ey alone have presc~i!>ed 1~3,:l20 packaj:'es. I~ re&tores lost enew. in all 
weaknesses of mind .or body; reheves ,deblhty or nervousness;. g lVes vltahty to the lnSufl.iclcnt growth of children ; 
strengthens the digestion; ·cures neuralgia and prevents consumption. It restores to the bram and nerves the elements 
thal have been carried off by disease or overwork . 
&- For sale by Druggist., or by mail, 81.00. F. CROSBY, 666 Sixth Avenue, New York. 
R. ESTERBltCO! & CO.'S 
·STEEL PENS 
Especially adapted for Schools and Business purposes. "The most 
popular Pens in use." Unsurpassed in qualitY, and of Genuine American 
Ka.nufacture. . For Sale by all Dealers. 
WAREHOUSE, 26 JOHN STREET, NEW YO~K. 
~ <:UN, ~ning 6 Pens. _t by lJrail {0'1' 10 Omt& 
OHIOAGO ATHEN .2ElU:r,lL 
Summer Drawing School, P 'roj. Herm. Hanste'in, Inst1'uctm'. 
The school will begin Monday July 5, and continue six weeks. 
Hours from 9 to 12 a. m. five days in the week. 
The first week will be devoted to Persjtcti'lle . 
The second to Sl,adu, SI,adowl and Fo/t."oge 
During the remaining four weeks, two da} s in each week will be devoted to out·of·door sketching. Instruction will 
be given in pencil, crayon, india -ink drawing and in water colors. 
TEEl.::M:S OF TUXTXON $10. 
SHELDON &, CO., 
Publish the followinlt NBw and ATTRACTIVB School Books 
Olney's Arlthmetics, (A full Common School course in two books .) 
Olney'~ Algebras and Higher Ma.thematfcs, 
Patterson' .. Spellers. 
Colton's New Geographies. 
Shaw's English Literature. 
LOBBinl(s Outline ofU. S. History. 
Hooker's N ew Physiology. 
Chapin's First Principles of Political Economy. 
Avery's Elements of Natw'al Philosophy. 
Hill's Elem. of Rhetoric and Compo.ltion. 
Palmer's Elements of Bookkeeping. 
Introductory Prius Greatly RtduCI!d., 




DO YOU WANT TO BUY ANY 
BOOK$, STA TIONER 1', 
MAPS, GLOBES, DAIL} 
REGISTERS. BLACKBOARDS, 
. CHARTS, CR:4 YJNS, 
REFERENCE BOOKS. 
sCHOOL RECORD BOOKS, 
DIS1'RICTRECORD BOOKS, 
DISTRICT TREASURER'S BOOKS, 
SCHOOL MOTTOES, LIQUID 
SLATlNG, CARDS,ERASERS, 
MINERAL~APPARATU~ 
Or anything else for your own use or the use of your school f 
Are you going_ to have any PRINTING, BINDING, or 
ELECTROT\ PING done for your school? 
Does your Large Dictionary need rebinding f 
If so, entrust your business to the 
EDUCATIONAL PURCHASING ' AGENCY 
01 Cbicagohwho will Itive the lowut ligu,.u, and the hut 
tAHJrN, on t e ,"ortest no#ce. 
No charge for information on any .f the above subjects. 
Enclose a stamp for reply. Letters are answered the day 
they are received. Price list sent on application. 
SCHOOL BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
S. R . WINCHELL & CO., 
63 and 65 Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
MENEELY &·COMPANY, 
Bell FouMe,.s, West Tr"Y, N. Y. 
FIn;. ~,ean established. CHURCH BBLLS and CHIMES 
A'cADaIlY, F:ACTORY BBLLS, etc. Improved PATBNT MOUNT-
' -. Gata4>itues free. No agencies. 
HOW TO TEACH ELEMENTARY 6 RITHMETIC. 
GRUBE'S METHOD 
01 Tea ching Arithmetic explained with a large number of 
Pr!lct!cal Hints a nd Illustra tions , by Prof. Louis Soldan, 
Pnnc'pal of the N ormal School, St. Louis, Mo. . 
Many teachers know 01 "Grube's Method" by the hearing 
of the ear. They will be thankful for the day which first 
gave them a clear understanding ofit. Here it is in full, by 
one of the most eminent and successful teachers in the 




TOPICAL ANALYSIS 01 Descriptive Geography, United 
States History Practical Arithmetic, PhysIology ana Hy-
g,enehPhysical Geography, English Grammar and Pen-
mans ip . For use in Common Schools Norm~l Schools 
and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Edition, pp, 114. By 
George S. Wedgwood. . 
This is the mos t convenient and useful book yet written 
for insti ~ ute, normal school, and grammar school instructors. 
The subjects are systematically outlined, so that it is imma-
terial whether a class is supplied with uniform text-books 
or not. It is well adapted to any good text-book and hence 
is of great advantage to county institutes and school. where 
a diversity of bocks prevails. It saves to the teacher the 
great labor and time of copying on the 'black-board r r of 
dictating an outline {or review or recitation , and the pupils 
the immense burden of writing the outline down for their 
own use. They are not in danger of making errors in copy" 
ing their outline, or at losing the paper upon which it i. 
written. 
Retail price 50 cents. Copies for examination lent post-
paid on receipt of retail Pt ice. No attention paid to orders 
unaccompanied by the cash. 
.oirSend for a copy and convince yourself of its 'surpassmg 
utility. 
S.R. WINCHELL &CO.,PnbJlshera. 
'63 & 61S WashIngton Street, 
. CmCAGO, ILL. 
CLARK &- MAYNARD, 
Publish , N EW YORK 
Anderlon'l Historlel,( and Historical Readerl: 
leighton's History 0 Rome; 
Thompson', New Arithmetlci and Algebra' 
'Keete]'s French Courle' . ' 
Read and Kellogg'l Graded lealonlln Engllah and Higher lesson. In English; , ' 
Hutchison's Physiology and Hygiene' 
" }. D.WILL'IAMS,~. (cPr' ' 
. 46. M,acjlson St., ChlC:ac~. 
MRS. lYDIA E. PINKHAM, 
OF LYNN MASS. 
DISCOVERER OF 
LYDIA Ea PINKHAM'S 
VEGETABLE COMPOUND. 
The Positive Cure 
For all :remale Complaints. 
TIlls preparation, AI its IWllO a1gnift ... 00_ 01 
Vegetable Properttea th~t are harml ... to the moot del 
lca.te invalid. Upon one trial the merit. ot thls Com 
pound wul be roeognized, l\S rellet ,. Immediate I anc 
whon its ueola continued, in ninety·n1ne cases in & hUD. 
dred, apennanentcuI'Ciseftceted,uthoUSlLnds wUl tea 
tlly. On ""count ollts proven merits, It Is t<HI .. ", ... 
commended and prescribed by the beat. phyBieilwa IE 
the country. 
It w1ll cure entlroly the worst form ot follin, 
of the uteru., Leuoorrha:a, lrrcgula.r and pa\nf1i 
Menst1'UD.tlon, all Ovo.rlan Troubles, Inniurimatlon and 
IDceratlon, flOoding., all DIsp1acement. and the con· 
sequent .plnal wcakne88, and i. especially adapted te 
the Change of Ute. It will dlsaolve and e%)lC1 lumon 
from the uteruslnan early.tap ot development. TIll 
tendency to eaneerouo humoro there II checked Tor, 
lpoedll,Y by Its use. \ 
In fact 1t haa proved to be tho ~ 
..t and best remedy that baa ever been dlsoove'r 
ed. It pennea.teo eve..,. portion of the 81Wtem, and 1I'iT'" 
new 11leand v4ror, It removes fAlntnou,fta.tu1enoy. de 
lItro1l' allCJ'ILving for otImu1ante,aud relIev .. __ 
of the atomacb ~. 
It ou ..... Bloating, Headaches, NerTOUI ProatratIon 
GeneralDebillt,Y,Sleepleasnou, Dep_on and Indl 
geotlon. That feeling of be&rInir down, cauoInIr pO,tn 
.. eIght and backache, II alwa,YB pennanentl,Y 0IJJ'ed b, 
Its use. It wUl At all times, and under all olrcumstan· , 
ces, act In hlLl'tlJony with the 1&,. that IfOvemi the 
femaloB,YBtem. 
For KIdney Complo.lnta of either sex thla compound 
II UU\ll'P&II04. 
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabltl Compound ' 
lapre)l&l'ed at2S3aud I!36Weotern Avenuo, Lynn, Huo. 
PrIce 11.00. SIx bottl .. for ts.oo. Sent b7 wallin the 
tonn ot pills, also In the form of Losengeo, on receipt 
of price, 11.00, per box, for either. I!ro. PINXJLUI 
treel,Y """""1'0 aIllette1'O of InQu1r7. Send for pam .. 
phlet. ~ as above JlCmffon tAu paper. 
1'0 fam117 mould be without LYDIA. Eo PINKlLUl' 
LIVERPILLS. They oure ,ConotIpt.tIon. JlIlio_ 
<mdTorpldl\7 of the Uver. ao COllY per box. 





'COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is, we all want It. They suit all sizes, 
from the two_year. old baby to the champion member of the 
Fat Men's Club,'·' 
Every. chair made upon honor and Warranted Perfect: 
Prices range from 75 cents to 19 each. . ' 
Special discount to Clergymen I\Ild Hotels: Send fo~ Cat-
a10&. Manufactured ~ • ~ . - ' 
F. A.SINu~ Hottvllle,N.:r. . 
, 
S8 The' . 'Educitiopal W ~~kly. , ... 
AGEiNTS WANTKD ! PROBLEifINiIT'ilTIB. EXAMINATION PURPOSES 
We want reliable, wide -awake men and women in every 
neighborhood, township, county al}d State in the West, to 
sell an article that has only to be exhibited in order to secure 




~'hi< excellent· Engraving was designed by a n artist ofrare 
ta. te :lrd ingenuity. The shading is admirable, the drawing 
excellent, the handlin!! oll 'that could be de.ired, while the 
beauty and harmony or its co, ception must commend the 
work to everybody. It places the family in a loving group 
where each and all may be sc:cn at a glance, and give,. the 
important facts connected with the birth, marriage or death 
of each. . 
The Rize of the En~ravings is 20 by ~4 inches. . 
Ministers and the Press-all that have seen it-commend 
it in the highest terms. 
NOlhing like it has ever l:een offered to the Public. It is 
a rore chance for persons to make money. 
'l'EA CBE Ii S 
Will fino 'i~ easy to double their wages by spending a few 
hpurs each week canvass ing otheir neighborhcod for the 
Record. 
All whom mean business are invited to address us at once 
~for t~rms . 
, We will send a sample Record to anyone who dtsires to 
work, post paid, on receipt of 50 cents. which is one-third 
the re[a~l price, or fJ1\med ill 2 inch Rosewoodframe, French 
... Glaslt gilt lining, tor $2.50, also 2 inch Blackwalnut Frame, 
gilt lining, '3.00. , 
Rely upon it we are prepated to offer the most liberal 
- terms to all who may wish to engage in a lucrative, honen 
and commendable employment. 
tb: e especially caU upon TEACHERS ~o engage in the sale-of 
FAMILY RECORD, 
and to that end respec,dully solicit their correspondence. 
TERRITORY FOR SALE. 
For full description of Record-terms to Agents, circulars 
an(l a' complete outfit-addrf'ss 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD CO., 
134 1I1adl8on Street, CHICAGO, TIl. 
NEW HYGIENIC AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS. 
Bible Hygiene, or H ealth Hints . Bya Physician. 12 
mo., cloth. Price, $1.25. 
Health and Healthy Home8, a Guide to Domestic 
Hygiene. By George Wilson, A. M., M. D . 314 pp. 12 
.. mo., cloth . Price,'I.50. 
Water Analysis, for Samtary Purposes. 12 mo. ,'c\oth, $1. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
Publisher, Bookseller and Importer, 1012, Walnut St. 
Philadelphia. . 
ROBERT S. DA VIS & CO., 
. 36 Bromfield St., BOSTON. 
Publishenol 
GILBERT'S INTRO,UCTORY SPELLER. 
.. GRAOED TEST SPELLER. 
GREENLEAF'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES. 
PARKER'S EXERCISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
INDEPENDENT HAND·BOOK OF MENTAL ARITH. 
NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. Revised in '79 . 
UNIVERSITY ALGEBRA. just out. 
Por inform~t1"n . artrtTe!"I' the {)ubtishen, or 
cia S. E. BEEDE,Dubuque, Iowa, Western Ag't. 
CHAS. DESILVER & SONS, 1101 Chestnut, Philad';!pbia, Publishers 01 
'- Interlinear Classics. 
LATIN.-VlrgU, Coo8ar, Horace, Cicero, SaUttst, 
Qvtd,' Juvenal, and Livy, .•.. __ 82.215. 
GREEK -Bomer'8 DIad, G08pel St. John, Imd 
Xenophon's Anab818 •••. __ .2.711. ' 
Sample pages free . Send (or terms and circulars. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KE,EPING. 
Primary, .... .. .... , ..... , 5" I Tbe five boob sent to teacII 
COmmon School, • . • •.. . . 1.5" ers (or examination for '3.5°, 
Countlng-House, . ..•.• . . ).DO but only in reply to I""Iuests 
Lectures, 'I.DC. Key, . . . 2 .00 accompanied by the money 
Special terms (or mtroduction. 
CDIll . W . J. GILBERT, Publisher, 51. Louis, Mo. 
SfJua:re and Cube Root. 
A. Simple ... SIm~:":G;:t:,on, on an EnU-ly 
Recommended by the J>l:!ilcipals of over two hundred 
. high scJ.1ool, 'and colleges. Send,for circulan describi!,g the 
method to ' ' . H . H. HILL, 
I .' 10 5 Madlsou St., CHICAGO, ILL, 
'LAWS Tableaux, Dialogues, Recitations, Colored I. ,FJre, WIgs,MoUstaches, etc. Catalogue .. en 
,.. by hAPPY HOURS eo .. NO.5 Beekman St., N. Y 
500 Problems on 500 Slips oj Card Board, 
with Key, Price oj Box $7.00 Postpaid. 
From PRIN. A . E. BOURNE, Woodstock, Ill. 
'We have tried them and we approve the plan." 
From PEtN.j. W. COKBNOWBR, s'ullivan,.lll. 
"I think them a good thing." 
From SUPT. W. W. W . JONBS, Lincoln, Neb. 
"I think they are fully worth all you claim for them: 
From PRIN. W . S. MILLS, joliet, Ill. 
"They are a great help in the class room." 
From SUPT. AARON Govn, Denver, Cot. 
"I feel .ur~ that I shall find them very helpful." 
Fro~ Ecle tic 1 eacktr, Louisville, Ky. 
"They are convenient for use in topical examinations ." 
From PRIN. J. N . WILKINSON, Peoria, 1\1. 
.. When I taught that .uhject I bougbt b, istol hoard and 
wlote the topics. It vexes me to think that 1 dld not ho.ve 
youn,-so much neater, and chea per, and better/-
POINTS. , 
I. The colo'rs are graded according to the dIfficulty of the 
subject. 
•. They may be used day after day with the same class of 
pupils, and be continually fresh to each puptl. 
3. There is no better or quicker way to review, review, 
REVIEW. 
4. These problems have been sold in seventeen different 
statesl 
5. They are intelligently printed and readily understood. 
6. They are p,·aclical. 
7. ·They are not designed as puzzles for high school pupIl,. 
and yet they are not too eas) for such pupils. 
amples 0/ /ive colors 'Will he se"t t'" response to a 
three (ent stamp. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
CHICAGO, ILL 
L. PRANG & CO., 
ART AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, 
586 Roxbury St .. BOSTON, 
Publishers of the sysiem of Industrial Drawing prepared 
for public schools by PROP. WALTHR SMITH, general super-
visor of Drawing in the ' Bostun Public Schools, and State 
Director of Art Education in Mass. 
The AmerIcan Drawing Models for the use of 
common schools, drawing classes, and schools of art and 
science. 
Drawing Materials. 
Prang's Natural History Serie8. For schools and 
families. Animals and plants represented in their natural 
colors, and arranged (or instruclion with object-lessons. 
General Agent lor the W estern States 
HERRMANN SCHURICHT, 
CHICAGO, III., 599 North Clark St. 
Summer Scbool of' Elocution. 
" By S. S. HAMILL, A. M. 
Will open june loth, 1880, at 710 West Monroe Street, 
Chicago, 111. 
720 Lessons, fwo per day, $80 
..... Ten Lessons in Elocution and how to teach them sent 
Iree to all. 
TEACHERS and STUDENTS 850 to 8100, or 8200 per 
month, during V ACA-
TION. For full particulars address, 
J. (J. McCURDY & CO., Chicago, TIl. 
SPECIAL CLASS 
STATE EXAMiNATION WORK. 
Commencing Tune 21 and closing August 13. Address E. 
L . WELLS, 1'eacbers' Training School and School of 
Individuallostruction, Oregon, Ill. 
TEACHERS "WANTED. 
I want 25 Teacbers to sell my Bibles or Med;"cal book 
during vacation, and if successful to manage the sale in some 
States for a number of yea IS. I havejtist completed,arrange· 
ments with one teacher at SISOO and expenses per year, 
for.6veyears. With another at'2000. Give age, experience 
and present salary. Send thi.. . 
W. J. HOL~ND, Springfield, Mass. 
USE THE 
Acme Papers. 
They are acknowledged by all teachers using them, to be 
by far the best paper. in the market for general school pur-
poses. _ 
They are put up in very attractive style, and cost less than 
aMY other paper of equally good writing quality and are as 
well adapted to pen or pencil. , 
They aie much stronger than any other low price paper, 
and do not break Or crack with use. 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GREATEST :IMPORTANCE 
they do not tire the Eye as white papers do, especially on 
night work, thus, in a g reat degtee (when generally used) 
ttnding to prevent the failing of the eyesight, that is so pre-
valent among Americ~n school children, and professional 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SUPPLYING 
PAPER FOR EXAMIl\ATlONS, IN 
CA~LETTEB, AND 07'HER 
SIZES, 
with or without printed heads, either bound in pads, or 
tablets, or wrapped. . 
Samples will be sent by ma il on application . 
S. R. WINOHELL & 00., 
63 & 65 Wa8hington St., ChIcago . 
Jones Brothers & Co., 
CINCINNATI. PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO . 
THE INDUCTIVE SERIES 0./ ARITHMETICS.-
By \"Im. 1. Milne, A. M .• PrinCIpal Stute Normal School, 
Geneseo, New York. This series embraces a practical 
course in Arithmetic in two books. They are on the indu~ 
tive plan, and unite oral and written arithmetic in a practi-
cal method o( instruction. , 
RIDPA1H'SHISTORIESo/the UNITED STA'TES 
embrace the followmg points of superiority: Accuracy and 
Brilliancy of the narrative-Clearness am) elegance of s~le 
-Unity of Narrative-Objective Presentation-'lll~tratloos 
of special excellence-Superior mechanical execution., and 
loFb~BRIGER'S PATENT DRAWING TABLETS.-
A complete course in seven books. The Tablet form, p~ . 
senting a solid surface-their size and compactnes5-thelJ' 
practical character-their novel construction-careful ~da ... 
tion of exercises-abundance of material~ and low price, 
plnce them in advance of all otber drawing books. 
* •• Specimen pages and terms ;nailed to any address. tf . 
j. C. CHILTON & CO.. , I 
Michigan Agents, Detroit, Mich . 
J. H. BUTLER & . Co.~ 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
PUBLISH 
MITCHELL'S NEW GEOGRAPHIES. 
MITCHELL'S NEW OUTLINE MAPS. , 
THE NEW AMERICAN READERS. 
THE NEW AMERICAN READING CHARTS 
THE NEW AMERICAN SPELLERS. 
THE NEW AMERICAN ARITHMETICS. 
GRADED PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC 
and MENSURATION 
SARGENT'S SCHOOL ETYMOLOGY. 
GOODRI('H'S PICTORIAL HISTORIES. 
THE SCHOLAR'S COMPANION. 
SMITH'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR • 
. BUTLER'S PICTORIAL HIS1'ORY. • 
TENNEY'S GEOLOGY. 
OXFORD'S SENIOR SPEAKER. 
OXFORD'S J UNIOR SPEAKER 
BINGHAM'S LATIN AND ENGLISH SERIES. 
BUTLER'S LITERARY SELECTIONS. 
SPecial Rates for Introduction. 
Address, O. G. WILSON, 
No.8 QUlNCV PLACH, COR. STATB, 
Chl08G"O, DI. 
100 Scrap Pictures, IOC: 100 Transfer PicturesJ,.. IOC; 2S' Floral Cards with texts. IOC : 12 Floral J!;mbossed 
Cards, JOC; 10 Perforated ·M.cuoes, IOC ; 4 Chromo Mottoes, 
ICC: 4 Fine 6 x 8 Chromos, IOC; I Floral Surprise t JOC; 
2 Oil Pictures, 9 x 12, JOC; 2 Reproductions,' 9 x 12J JOc; 4 Flower Panels, JOC: 2 Stereo Views, Ioe::; J Pertumed 
Sachet. IOC; I Lithograph 1 2 x ' 16, IOC; 25 Blflbday Cards, 
100..;. Three lots 25C; all for ~I.OO, postpaid. Stamps taken, 
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IF YOU CONTEMPLATE CHANGING SCHOOL BOOKS, AND DESIRE THOSE WHICH HAVE BEEN 
'. . 
!)"ATISFACTORILY TESTED IN THE SCHOOLS 
AND ARE 
BEST LIKED BY THE BEST· TEACHERS, 
EXA.:bd:INE 
MONROEtS READERS, 
MONROE'S READING CHARTS, 
MONROE'S SPELLERS. 
The Whole Series was prepued by a practical teacher of Reading, 
whose methods have never been equalled. 
This series, by one author, is far superior in uniformity, harmony and 
adaptability to others in which the books of diff~rent grades were arranged by 
. different persons. . 
GREENE'S GRAMMARS AND LANGUAGE SERIES., 
.. The old R eliable." They still retain their popularity and exte nsive 
sale . . No other Grammus are so wdl know.l and so generally liked • . 
WARREN'S NEW GEOGRAPHIES. 
Used in Chicago, St. L')uis, Boston, Albany and Philadelphia Schools., 
Warren's Brief Course is specially adapted -Co; use in ungraded schools.. 
New editions for 1880, showing all recent political changes . 
SPECIAL EDITION FOR ILLINOIS, with full descriptive text and 
Ask teachers i~ th~ public schools of Indianapolis, Peoria, Rockford and 
, other cities if they are willing to exchange them for any others. double page State and County Map. 
HAGAR'S MathematicaZ Series. BERARD'S New U. S. Histor11· GOODRICH'S New Child's History. 
ROYSE'S American Literatu1·e. APPLETON'S Young Chemist cmd .Qualitative AnaZysis. 
Liberal terms for enmination and first introduction. Address the publishers, 
CO-WPERTH"W" AIT & '00., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
F· ·S. BELDEN:r 
or 25 Washington St., Chicago. 
'The Educational Weekly. 
. SUPPLEMENT.---FOU'R PAGES. 
Mankato, Minn., Red Wing, St. Joseph county,Ind., and other sIQaller towns 
The adoption of Appleton's Fifth Reader in Chicago a few weeks ago was a.. 
marked compliment to that book, the majority being eleven to one, on , the 
final vote. 
' . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO .. Publishers. 63 & 65 Washington St .. Chicago. III. - We invite particular attention to the column advertisement of Houghton. " 
Miffl tn & Co., the new name for the old firm of Houghton, Osgood &,Co. • ' 
The publishers of the WBE KLY want to engage an active, influential teacher in every 
County in the 'West to act as agent. A liberal compensation will be paid. Address the 
Fublishers, giving particulars as to experience in teaching, age, references, etc. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-In the short time the WEEKLY has been' coming to me it has become one 
'of the indispensables. Your offer of a binder will furnish - many teachers a 
cheap way of preserving so valuable an assistant.- Webster D ock, Three Riv-
ers, Mich. 
-THE T EACHERS' GUIDE is one of the best of educational monthlies. It 
is fresh, vigorous, and progressive. Published by Holcomb & Co., Mallet 
Creek, O."at only 50 cents per annum. Send for sample copy. 
• _HORSFORDtS ACID PHOSPHATE has been used with excellent success for 
seasickness. It causes the violent symptons to yield and give way to a health-
ful action of the functions impaired. 
-As this is the last edition of the WEE~LY until after vacation, an extra 
large edition has been printed, that specimen copies may be sent to the insti-
The works published by this house are among the most popular of the day, 
including a large portion of the standard works of American authors. . For 
the most carefully edited,. the most scholarly, the most classical and the pur-
est American publications consult the catalog of Houghton, Mifflin, & Co_ 
The few works named in their advertisement:furnish some:of the best writings-
of Longfellow, Whittier, Bryant, Holmes, Lowell, Emerson, Hawthorne, Ir- . 
ving, Thoreak, and' other writers of high rank. They are peculiarly the cream 
of what may almost ~e termed American classics. 
WANTED. 
We wish to employ two or three good men to sell globes ann other schoal ~ 
merchandise. A good education, honesty, and energy are es~ential to success. 
-A. H. Andrews & Co., 195 and 197 \Vabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill .. 
",REVERSIBLE WRITING Boox,s (Patented) are the, BEST 0'£ all. Look." 
lor tliem. 
THE SCHOOL BULLETIN PUBL1CATIONS. 
.• 
. futes during July and August. A few extra advertisements have been admit· 
ed on that account, and we take pleasure in calling the att~ntion of our 
rei1,ders to them. Our first issue after vacation-Sept. 2,-will also be an 
extra large edition, particularly valuable to school·book publishers for adver-
tising. Rates are the same as for the ordinary edition. 
Our readers will welcome once more' a full-page advertisement oC The 
School Bulletin Publications. This series of Books for Tea,chers began with 
the issue in 1875 of Bardeen's Common School Law .for Common SchoDI 'Ftar:k- , 
ers. Within five years, more thlU) fifty books were issued, with an ~ggregale 
sale exceeding three hundred thousand copies. That ~o teacher'S library is "' 
-The full-page advertisement of D. Appleton .& Co. will attract attention, 
from its containing so fine a list 01 new and interesting books. The Apple-
ton series of Readers coniinues to win favor. We learn from Mr. Lane, who 
represents the house in Chicago, that among the cities where these books 
have ~ecenUy been adopted" in whole ' or in part are Chicago, Indi~apaolis, 
.Oconto, Wis., Logansport, Mishawaka, Elkhart, Greenfield', ?!onroeville, 
fairly complete without at least several of these books is commonly admitted, 
and the estimation in which the series is held as a whole may be ju4ged fro~ . 
the following letter from ARIEL PARISH, Esq., Superintendent of Schoolsin 
the city of New Haven, ~here the Board of Education had placed in every 
school .copies of DeGrafi's School-Room Guide, Beebe's First Steps amoDg 
Figures, The Re~ent's Qllestions, Bardeen's Common School Law, Kennedy'. 
Philosoph}' of School Discipfine, and Fitch's Arto( Questioning. In r~Ip?~sc -
to a question as to how: these works are lixed,_ Supt. Parish wrifes: 
6~ ,The Educational 'Weekly. ', [Number:I66 
" The books are giving satisfaction, and are highly prized by the teachers. 
Messrs. Davis, Bardeen & Co. are doing excellent service to teachers and to 
the cause of education in placing before the public numerous valuable publi-
cations. Their sparkling monthly, ' THE SCHOOL BULLETIN,"should be in 
the hands of all teachers. " 
Be~ides their own publications, Messrs. Davis, Bardeen & Co. deal largely 
in all teachers' supplies. They make a specialty of works on pedagogy; in . 
other words, of works intended for the use of teachers, as distinguished from 
educational text-books. Their catalog of over 400 such works will be sent 
for two three· cent stamps; and they will endeavor to fill promptly and cheap-
ly or ders for any American or English puhlications of this character. It is 
their IDtention to keep constantly in stock every reputable pedagogical book 
now published; and they also keep close watch of auction sales, both in this 
.~country and abroad, in order to secure such works as are now "out of print," 
but which have present or historical value. Correspondence is solicited, and 
• will receive prompt attention. Address Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N.Y. 
- We regret that space does not permit us to give an ' extended notice of 
the novel business represented by the Readers' and Writers' Economy Com-
- pany, whose full-page advertisement appears in another place. It is the out-
growth of an experienct: in conducting the affair. of the American Library 
Association, in ·Boston. Mr. Melvil Dewey, the Secretrry, became early in-
formed, by means of his extensive correspondence with librarians and authors, 
Clf the various devices fur convenience and comfort, as well as economy, in 
the use of books, papers, and articles USU311y found in a library or study. And 
in order to encourage literary people to contribute to the benefit of others 
descriptions of any articles 'or devices for saving time, money, or labor, he 
secured the organization of a club called the "·Economy Club," and sent 
Ollt invitations to membership, the members promising 'to send to the office 
. i~fOrmation of new appliances for reader. and writers, and· any notes of im-
• provements that,might occur to them. Thus a common fund of experence 
a:~d observation is formed by which all are benefited. A company was then 
organized for the manufacture and sale, at the lowest possible rates, of all 
such articles as could be recommended as the best. Their list now numbers 
. over five hundred articles, and branch houses ha. e been established in New 
York and Chicago, besides numerous ai:encies 'throughout the country. Circu, 
·lars. of information and p~ice list will be sent on application. 
GLOBES. 
A short time ago the city of Chicago conclUded to invest a part of the in-
come of the Jonathan Burr Fund' ill school globes; this naturally brought the 
globe makers together. In the Board rooms were displayed a score or more 
of glo~es of all kinds and descriptions from the "Matchless MacVicar" wa 
down to "the little German globe from across the sea." Experts were there 
to represent the various styles, and they did it with a will . Andrews & Co., of 
t!lis city had the IIdark horse" in the new Gross Globe which was unanimously 
adopted on the first ballot as "the best globe Jor general school tlse presen,ted." 
The inventor, Mr. H. ' H. Gross, is weli<known to our reade.rs as "Andrews ' 
G~obe 11Ia'I," and his ' production has the rare merits of being trrthfol, practi-
&al, and cheap • • Next to the MacVicar it is c.ertainly the best globe in the 
ma~ket, and ,deser.ves the high compliment paid to it in this city. 
-A bald-headed professor, reproving a youth for the exercise of his fists, 
said, very severel.y: "We fight with our heads at this college." The young 
mali reflected for a moment, and then replied calmly: I, Ah, I see! and you 
have butted all your hair off." . 
..:...."Father, did you ever have another wife besides mother?" "No, my 
boy; what possessed you to ask such a question?" "Because I saw in the old 
, family bible, that you married Anna Domini, 1836, and that is not mother, 
.for her name was Mary Brown." . 
- One of the very best of devices for supplying pieces to speak is that of 
Prin.' H. H. Ballard, of Lenox high school, Mass. He has made a collection 
'of about twenty short pieces, had them printed on card board, with hints, ex-
plpations, ancl direction& on the back, and published by D. Appleton & Co., 
in two parts, the first for childre~ under twelve years of age, and the second 
.' for children over twelve years of age. Send to the publishers for Pi~ces to 
, Syak and How to Speak Them. ., 
:.... The Supreme Court of Illinois has deci'ded' that a fifteen minutes' read-
ing of the Bible each morning, in a public school, is not "sectarian religious 
• \ p inlt~ction," and· not contrary to the spirit of free government in_that vigor-
, ~U8' cO,mmonwealth.. It is a little difficult to understand i he ground on which 
Mr. Robert Ingersoll, himself, would object to this decision. If the Ten 
CommandmCjnts, the Sermon on the Mount, the Golden Rule, and the Lord's 
Player, are."sectarian" and lInsuitable reading for American school-children,. 
the question might come up, Is not a,P¥blic school in-which these words can-
not be read a public nuisance? The people who most thoroughly reject this_ 
kind of "sectarianism" are largely found inside jail limits. When Abraham 
Lincoln was told,just after the capture of Vicksburg, that General Grant, 
drank too much whiskey, he said: "If you can tell me what brand he drinks 
I'll send a barrel to each of my generals; perhaps, with the help of that par-
ticular stimulant, they may gai.n viCtories like General Grant." The particu-
lRr thlI)g this country needs, just now, is the brand of public and pri. 
vate morality that bears the seal of the Tell Commandments, the Sermon on 
the Mount, the Lord's Prayer, and the Golden Rule.-London Schoolmaster. 
THE HOME. 
The society begins in the home. When two young people love each other 
and marry~ they re5tore the pic'ure of the apostolic church. They are of one 
heart and one soul. Neither do they say that anylhing they possess is their 
own, but they have all things in common. Their mutual trust in each other, 
their entire confidence in each other, draws out all that is best in both. Love 
is the angel who rolls away the stone from the grave in which we bury Qur 
better nature, and it comes forth. Love makes all things new; makes a new 
heaven and a new earth; makes all cares light, all pain easy. It is the one 
enchantment of human life w.hich realizes Fortunio's purse and Aladdin's 
palace, and turns the" Arabian Nights" into mere prose in comparison. Think 
how this old story of love is repeated forever in al\ the novels and romances 
and poems, and how we never tire of reading about it; and how if there is 
to be a wedding in a church all mankind go, just to have one look at two per-
sons. who are supposed, at least, to be in love, and so supremely happy. But · 
this, also, is not perfect society. It is too narrow, too exclusive. It shows 
, the power of devotion, trust, self-5urrender, that there is in the human heart; 
and it is a prophecy of something larger that is to come. But it is at lea.f a 
home, and before real society can come, true homes must come. As in a 
sheltered nook in the midst of the great sea of ice which rolls down from 
the summit of Mont Blanc is found a little green spot full of tender flowers, 
so, in the shelter of home, in the warm atmosphere of household love, spring 
up the pure affections of parent and child; father, mother, son, daughter; of 
brothers and sisters. Whatever makes this insecure, and divorce frequent, 
makes of marriage not a union for life, but an experiment which may be 
tried as often as we choose, and abandoned' when we like. And this cuts up 
by the roots all the dear affections of home, leaves children orphaned, de-
stroys fatherly and motherly love, and is a virtual dissolution of society. I , 
know the great difficulties of this question, and how much wisdom is required" 
to solve them. But whatever weakens the permanence of mart'iage tends to 
dissolve society; for permanent homes are to the social state what the little 
cells are to the body. They are the commencement of organic life, the cen-
ters from which all organization proceeds.-Rev. '.lames Freeman Clarke. 
GROWTH OF Boys AND GIRLS.-The results of a systematic measurement 
of the pupils in the public schools ' of Boston show, among other things, that 
the growth of children takes place in such a way that until the age of eleven 
or twelve years, boys are' both taller and heavier than girls of the same age; 
at this period of life girls begin to grow very 'rapidly, and for the next two or 
three years surpass boys of the same age both in height and weight; boys 
then acquire and retain a size superio r to that of girls, who have completed 
theIr growth. Again, the children of American bo~ parents were found to 
be taller and heavier than those 9f foreign born-a superiority seemingly_ de-
pendent partly on 'the greater average !=c,mfort in which such children live 
and grow up, and partly upon differences of race or stock. Pupils of Amer-
ican parentage at th~ public Latin school and the Institute of Technology, 
~howed-apparently for the same reasons-~uperior height and weight to 
the generality of boys of American parentage attending the 'public schools; 
and pupils of the same selected' schools were also taller and heavier. than Eng-
lish boys of the non-laboring classes attending public schools and universi-
ties. 
. -Mrs. Partington has been reading the hl;alth officer's weekly report and 
thinks "total" must be an awfully malignant disease, since _as many die of it 
as all the rest put together. 
-"When shall I call you in the morning, sir?" asked a hotel waiter of a 
Hibernian one night. He replied, seriously, "I'll ring the bell when I wish 
to be called.'" , 
I'Will you name the bones of the head ?" said a teacher to one of his class 
at a medical colle~e. "I've got'em all in my head, teacher," repUed the pu- . 
,.pil, "bu~ I can't giv'em." . 
.' 
-, 
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CHURCH AN1'HEMS. 
A New Collection of Anthems, Chants, 
etc., f01' opening and. closing public 
worship, also adapted to the wants of 
CONVENTIONS and SOCIETIBS. 
-BY-
C. C. Case and C. C. Williams. 
Full of bright Soles, Duets, Anthems, Chants, etc., for 
I chinch service and all other sacred occas ions. 
Easy Anthems for AnlateUl' Choh·s. 
. Many more difficult for sklllful singel·s. 
rj ot only the best works ofthe e!,litors, but also choi~e con· 
tributlons from Iw~nlJ'.fi'lle wrtlers, and the brIghtest 
Anthems cf the late P. P. Bliss. The pages of "Church 
Anthems" are larger than u!lual ; price the same1 $7.50 per dozen by express; single copies 1S cents by mall. Speci· 
men pages free. . 
Send stamp for specimen copy of "Church's Musical 
Visitor," 
JOHN CHURCH & CO., 
C1NCINNATI,OH10. 
Or, So5 Broadway, N . Y . 
A VALUABLE BOOK 
FOR BEGINNERS IN GERMAN IS 
8TUDIEN llnd PLAUDBRBIBN 
By s. M. STERN. 
PUBLISHED BY 
HENRY HOLT &00" New York. 
Three Editions In less than one year is a good 
recommendation. 
EDUOA TlONAL PRINTING. 
PROGRAl\lS AND CIRCULARE'. 
250 500 1000 
1 page, fj. sheet, 5 x 8, Sibs., .1.50 $2.00 ~2·50 
J page, ull c~hcet. 8 ~ 10, 2.00 2·75 3·50 
2 pages,,, u 2.50 3.25 4·00 
3 pages, 350 4·00 4·75 
4 pages, 3-75 4·50 5·50 
I . page, ~ sheet, S x 10, 2.25 2.85 4·00 
... I page, full sheet, 10 x 16, 2· 75 4.00 '6.00 
2 pages, U H 4.25 5.50 7.50 
3 " 5.50 7.00 9.00 
4 6·75 Soo 10. 25 
NOTE HEADS, STATE~IENTS. 
Half Sheet, 5X S, S ibs., 1.25 1.60 ••• 25 
Full sheet, 8 x 10, H 1.60 2,23 3.25 
:LETTER HEADS. 
Half !hcet, g x la, 1·75 2 . 25 3.50 
Full sheet, 10 x 16, 2· 75 3.50 4.50 
BILL-HEADS. 
Halt. sheet, Sl« ·x '4, 14 lb.{ 1.75 2 ·50 4·'5 ~uarter 6heet, 7 x 8~, 14 b. , 1·50 1.75 2·75 
xth sheet, 4~ x Sl«, " 1.25 1.50 2.50 
CARDS. 
Medium size and wdght, 1.50 1.7':- ' .50 
ENVELOPES. 
'White) 616, Heavy, .. 1.50 ' .75 '3.00 
Buff, D, Heavy, 1.35 1.60 2.75 
Buff', 6, Light, 1.20 1.40 2 .25 
Manila, 6, Light, 1.00 1.25 2.00 
CATALOGS, REPORTS, and PAMPHLETS at corres-
ponding rates. Estimates furnished on applica-
tion. , ' , 
. Cash must accompany all orders. Goods will be 
sent . oy express unless otherwise ordered and , 
money sent for postage. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Educa tional Publishers,. Booksellers, and Printers, 
63 & 65 Wasllington Street, 
CHICAGO, TIl. 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a .cientilic bul •. Address Prof. E. R. Rt1GGL~, Hanover, N , H : cpe 
'. 
, " 
.' .... ' 
1-he Educational Weekly. ' 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
THE WEEKLY is sent to subscribers until order 'd dis-
continued and all arrearages all paid as required by law. 
THE NUl\IBER follo wing your name on the address 
label is the last number for which you have paid. 
YOUR NAlIlE can not be found on our list unless we know 
the name of your post office and state. Please bear 
this in mind In writing to 11S. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), '2.50. If paid in advance, ".00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50. U II 1.25. 
Three months ('0 Nos.) .75. .65 
Each Monthly Edition, SO cents a year in advance. 
ADVBRTISING RATES ~OR SINGLB INSBRTIOh: . 
Books. 
Choice Readings. 
By Prof. R. C. CUMNOCK. Price, S1.75. 
If I t seems to me one of the few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in its line. I know of no classilied collection of read· 
ings at all to be compared with it."-Prof. Rockwood, Stat" 
N01"111al &/&00/, Wizeo",z'". 
Primer of PolitIcal Economy. 
Full Inside Page .•••.••... 30.00 Three Inches. ____ ........ 5.00 -
Full Outside page._._ .~o.oo ) One·half Column (5 in.) ~7.50 
One-halfInside Pa~e __ IS.OO Inch Cards .•••••••• .. . • _ 1.75 
Full Column (10 in.} .•. 14.00 Per Line..... . ............... .15 
By A. B. MASON and J. j. LALOR. Price 60 cts . 
, Special Notices, 40 cents per Hne by count. 
DISCOUNTS. 
2 insertions 10 I!~r ·c~~t. 
4 20 
20 insertio,ns -1-0 per cent. 
40 u 50 II 
10 3 0 II 
Advertisements runnln gone mont!1- or more are jub-
Us!ud in all the seven monthly editio1/,s wit/1-out extra 
charge. 
da~eo~ri:~~ld be received b~ Saturday noon, previous to 
Each advertising page of THS EDUCATIONAL WBBKL Y 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines. . 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance . 
Address all communications to 
S . R. WI~CHELL & CO .. Chicago, 
L.EOOHE, 
166 Randolph 8t., 
Engraver and Die Sinker, 
Stencils, Rubber Stamps, Etc . 
Amateur Prlntlllg l'rcsses 
and all kinds of Type. 
I LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY, Cham-paign, Ill., J. M. Gregoryl.LL. D., Regent. College 
of Agriculture, College of J>ngineers, College of Nat-
lll.a.l SCiences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term. 
begins Sept. II, ,877, [If) 
S T MAR}' S SCHOOL, K1toxville, Illi1tois. A Board-ing SChOOl for Girls; First-class tb!Oughout ; a ~afe Christian home, With the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons in nearly every city in ... the 
W:est. [tf] C. W. LEPpuiGWELL, D.D., Rector. 
S YRA CUSE UNIVERSITY, at Syracuse, N . Y. The . University has now the following departments in op-
eration: Col/<g< of Liberal Art:-E. O. Haven, D • 
D ., LL. D ., Chancellor. M<dical Coll<g.-F. Hyde, M.D., 
Dean College 0/ Fi1t. Arts-G. F . Comfort, A. M.J.. Dean. 
For A""uals and other information, apply to E. u. HA' 
VEN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other Ii .... t-clas. colleges, without conditions. 
The English course presents rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 
M. D., Normal, 1Il. 
OHIO CEN1 RAL NORMAL, alld KiJUlwgart ... Trai"ing School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, one, two and three years respect .. 
Ively. Incorporated under Btate &ard of Trustees. This 
Is the only Normal School in the ,State. having:, distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Prachce combmed with 
the mc~t thorough academic instruction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O. 
JLLINOJ~ STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOI . the 'special preparation of teachers. The full Coune 01 
study requires three years. Tuition (rei to those who 
pledge themselves to teach m the .tate; to others, ~30 per 
'year. High School D,part",,,d offers the best advantages 
for preparing for college or for business. Tuition, ~30 per 
year. Gra",,,,ar Sfhool D.part", ... t furrushes excellen, 
facilities for obtaining a good, pracbcal education. Twtionr 
'125 per year • . Prj",,...,, D.p,.rt", ... t, a charming place for 
the "little fo)ks." Term begins March S,18SO, For particu-
. Ian addreu Edwin C. ij:ewett, ~id~nt,Normal, Ill. If 
We fTre greatly i"debted 10 your paper/or our Uc-
cess. M01'C letters h"ave been received saying Illat 
they saw notice, in vour.paper thart in all othN-s &0",-
co"!.bi"ed.-PROF. S, S. HAMILL, ELOCU1'IONIIST. 
tlWe have given it a pretty thorough examination, arid in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the use of the youth 01 
our public schools than any other work on the subject that. 
we can call to m.ind!'-GaBttle, Clncin1lati. . 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE. Price, 75 cts. 
"An excellent book for the young .tu.dent beginning zool-
ogy. It systematizes observation and directs attention to the 
important 'characters upon which classification dependi."-
Presi'd'~("MarCJ', Northwestern University. 
Manual of the Vel·tebrates. 
By Prof. D . S. JORDAN. Price, $2.50. 
"Dr. Jordan has embodied in this work t~e latest res,!lts 
of zoological science, and we ~now?f no s ll~lllar h.ook whtch 
contains so much and so rehable InformatIOn sUlted to the 
special wants ofsludents in the field or c1asseroom."-~4W 
, Englm'd Journal 0/ Education . 
eOOD READING. 
Life of Benedict Arnold. 
His Patriotism and his Treason. By Hon. I. N. Arnold. 
Crown Svo, gilt top. Price, $2.50. 
UOrgreat merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a period whicH is fas , 
fading out ofknowledge."-Expresl, New Yo,.". . 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. $,.00. 
"Prof. Swing writes with the simplicity; the earnestness, 
and the honesty which comes of a sincere devotion to all that 
is' best, a-cd noblest, "and purest in life and . character;"~ 
E'lIt1Iing Post, New York. 
Ingersoll and Moses. 
By Rev~ SAMUEL 1 VES CURTISS, D. D Price, tus 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholarship and great 
fairness and courtesy in argument. It is the strongest argu· 
ment yet made against the sophistri";' which have been so 
widely advertised during the past few years, mainly through 
the lectures of Col. rng~oll. "-Th, 1,,1.,..- Oc.a". 
Short History of France. 
For Young Pebple. Ry lIlI •• KIRKLAND. Price, ',.",. ' 
"The narrative is not dry on a single page, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its "kind that has , 
yet appeared ."-Bull.tin, Ph~lad.lp"j,.. . 
Belle and the Boys. 
A New Juvenile. By Mrs. C. F. CORBIN, Price, ",'5. 
"It seems jnst the book to be app.eciated 6y fair, s'!cct 
yonng girls, and brave, lIIanly boys. Handsomely prlnte4 ' 
and illustrated, it Is one of the prettie.tjuveniIe book. of the. 
year.'I-Am. Bookull.r, N. Y. 
Tales of Ancient Greece. 
By the Rev. Sir G. W . Cox, Bart, M. A. Price, $,.60. 
"The grace with which th~e old tales of the mythology 
are retold makes them as Cl!chanting to the young as familiar 
raity tales, or the Arabian Nights."-P~lhh.,..' W""I7; 
.Q-Sold by all booksellers, or lent by mall, postpaid, on 
receipt of price by the publi.hers, 
. Jansen, M.cClurg "Go., 
1"-1 and 119 State Street) C""c.aflQ., 
. , . I ' 
\ , 
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IF Y'OU READ OR WRITE, 
Visit tbe only Stores in .. be world entirely devoted to improved devices, for Desk, Study, and 
IJibrary, to save Time, Money, and Labor. . 
The Joint·Stock Company, incorporated 1879, devotes all its capital and energy to this special work. It puts on its list only articles selected after 
thorough trial as the best. An nlustrated Oatalog and Price List of 400 articles is free to applicants, includes the bcst of nearly every-
thing needed to fit up a public library, a desk, or a study. All who read or write, from editor to entry clerk, from clergyman to copyist, will find many 
·helps to accomplish the most possible work with time and strength. 
-------------------Vie quote below from the many unsolicited testimonies from eminent auth )rities who have investigated for themselves and are glad to let others 
profit by their experience with our novel organization. . 
. Editoria! from Zion's Herald, the Great Methodist Weeklv of B oston, Decemcer 4, r879· . . 
A business very interesting to all literary men has grown up in our city within a short period to remarkable propo~tions. A company ~f hbt;ary 
superintendents, with Mr. Melvil Dewey, the accomplished editor of the Li~rary. " oumal, at't?eir head, formed an "~conomy. Club" for the diSCUSSIOn 
of all suggested appliances for the use of librarians. ThiS grew into the conSideration of all the ~Ids and helps for professlo~al wnters, and the en~arge ment 
of the club to secure the largest possible number of suggestions. The result has been the forma~lOn of the Read~rs and WrIters. Economy Co.! With a fine 
exhibition and salesroom on Franklin St. It is astonishing.to see how large, within a short period, is the collectIOn of labor-savmg, ease-securmg, econom y-
assuring instruments Imd appliances, which has already been made. The great advantage of the new movement is that every new invention is thorou~hly 
examined, and if it is valueless, is thrown aside; if susceptible of improvement, it is made a careful study of by experts, and is offered at the lowest pJsslble 
price. You can find at once the real value of any new claimant to attention in the writing or self.printing line, and can secure any of these imple~ents at 
a great reductbl1 from ordinary prices. Here are all kinds of book·rests; scrap b:>oks, pJrtable bJokcases, study.chairs, writing desks, pens, inks, mdexes. 
eye~shades, etc., ets. O.!r minister. will be pleased to step into the establishment at 27 Franklin Street, and examine for themselves. 
REA·DERS·AND WRITERS ECONOMY COMPANY. 
Editorialfrom the N. Y. Independent, May, 1880. 
This company, representing a large sum of money, has been formed with.tlte intention of d evoting its entire ca.pital and energy to mlllJ1facturing and 
seIlillg "improved devices for desk, study, and library, to save time, money and labor." The head.quarters ot the company are in Boston. They have alsl) 
a large and elegant store at 4 BJnd St. in this city, and at 69 State St., Cnicago, I ll. A"'lY one of these e,tablishments will weIr repay a visit, and a literary 
or professional man who will take that trouble will not fail to find some new, novel, and helpful device which he will wish to add to his library. An illus-
trated catalog and price-list of over 500 articles is sent free on application; and, .as only such articles are put on this list as have had a thorough trial, any 
buyer, though at a distance, may be sure of getting something useful and a full equivalent for his money. The gentlemen of the Company are well known 
to us, and we are willing to indorse not on ly their enterprise, but the character of Ihe men who are en2aged in it, We hope that our readers will, for their own 
. benefit, visit one of these stores, or send for a catalog, and prove that what we say is true, and by their liberal patronage help to support a laudable enterprise. 
IEirHundreds of similar indorsements are on file in our offices, proving that no one who reads or writes Cln afford not to know about our various devices, 
many of them giving the best at the price of the cheapest. 
:6Y"We instance ~ few of our 400 specialties, showing how interesting is our fully Illustrated Catalog. ~ 
LITTLE GIANT STYLOGRAFIC PEN. 
GENUINE A. T. CROSS'S STYl.OGRAFIC PEN, and not one of the various pens trying to seil themselves on the strength of the world-wide reputation of 
the genuine pen. . 
This pen is the most compact out~t for writing ever made. It is penholder and inkstand' all in one, and is worn on an eyeglass cord, is only three mches 
long, and holds enough ink to write 50 pages offoolscap. Price, $2.50. Complete, with gold swivel ring and long silk cord, $3.00. 
THE EOONOMY Index, Study Table, Reading-Desk, Eye-Shade, Student-L'lmp, Book.Suppo.rt, Inkstand, Sloping and Revolving BJokcases. 
etc., are each selected by experts as the best to be had for the money. • 
. SLOPING BOQBiO:.tSE.-Entirely new-Six long shelves, periodical rack, heavy castors, fine finisb, holds more for the money than common , 
casCII, as movable as an easy Chair. $15, Ash; $1'1.50, Walnut. . 
. S'I)UDENT'S FOLDIYG TABLE.-'-Handsome, strong- enough to hold safely 300 volumes, larger than a writing-desk, folds instantly, oc-
cupt'es only the space of a table-leaf, can be carried easily anywhere by a child, Price $3.00. Inlaid chess-board, or black walnut, $ 4.00. 
~AVE YQUR EYES AND YOUR BA. OK.-Clark's Portable B·Jok-Rest will do more than 'lnything else to correct the tendency to 
near-slghtedness and round shoulders. The highest certificates from eminent physicians and oculists. Five styles, 15 to 50 cents each. Postage, 2 cents 
to 13 cents each. _ . 
V"TILITY SORAP BOOKS.-No paste, pins, or springs, self-indexed. or the 35 people who looked at it first, 25 bought copies. Price. $.1.50. . . . 
THE BEST ARTIFIOIAL'LIGHT KNO WNis the Genuine German Student Lamp, made by the original inventor, Kleemann, with 
improvements suggested by eminent American oculists. Extra large size, $4.50, Btass; $5.50, Nickel. I2 wicks, packed free for express; sold as 
cheap as interior imitations. • . . 
SA VE YO UR EYES.-The Economy Patent Eye-Shade, ventilated, reversible, self·adjusting, fits any head; no rubbers; no strings; three 
widths; the only perfect device to protect the eyes. Warranted to suit. 20 cents e.ach. . 
PERFEOT INKSTANDS.-The only perfect scientific Inkstand yet made. Patent Pen· Gauge, sold on trial, warranted the best and to save 
!lieir cost in ink. $1.30 ~o $2.50 each; • 
A. T. OROSS, STYLOGRAFIO PEN.-A pencil which writes ink, n~ver needs sharpening, and never wears out. The only thoroughly 
. successful fountain pen ever made. None genuine unless stamped ' (A. T. 01·OS8." Imitations are the best proof of the merit of the genuine. After 
50,000 have been sold under this name, other pens exactly similar in outside appearance are offered as stylografic. We will send a pen on receipt of 
price ($3.00 to $5.00), with a guarantee to refund the money after a week's trial if desired. See heartiest testimonials from many eminent users, in 
full circulars. ' 
H.A.MBLER PEN AND PENOIL POOKET.-A simple, cheap device that carries Stylografic pen or pencil more conveniently than a. 
coat or vest pocket, and frQm which they cannot be losl. Men who have lost several dollars worth of pencils and pens when stooping have tried this, and say 
they would DO( be without it for ten times its cost. Price, 20 cents fot two pockets, sheep, to 40 cents for four pockets, Russia leather, with safety attachment 
. for coat, vest, or dress complete. . . 
Address, Sole Agents for the World 
READ'ERS -AND WRITERS ECONOMY COM-PANY. 
p. O· BOX 2$0, BOSTON. 
2'1 Franklin St.; Boston. . 4 Bond St., New .Yor,k. 69 Slate St.; Chicago. 
I . 
SEND FOB FREE C4-TALOG OF,&OO SiMILAB DEVICES AND SPECIAL cmcuUR OF ANYTBING DESlRED. 
